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1 Executive Summary
Open government data are provided online by diverse technical specifications ranging from plain HTML and data
dumps to complicated APIs with live updates. Therefore, custom data harvesters should be developed in order
to create continuous data flows. This approach requires large high-skilled efforts with low scalability to third
sources, but it is actually the only way to kick-off a virtuous creation cycle. The resulted data outflows are the
main productive factors for the following parts of a data value chain. Pilot 1 and pilot 2 harvesters have been
updated based on the efforts of D3.6 Data Harvesters v1.0 and the current changes in the official data sources.
The main next step is to actually identify the contracting parties in public procurement and international aid
processes. In the course of research the extraction of statistics and analysis on how many contracts, subsidies or
aid have been awarded to the same entity is an important factor to evaluate how transparent and efficient the
whole process is. Practically, despite the fact companies that want to tender for a public contract or receive
public aid must be officially registered and have been awarded a unique identification number, the supplier or
beneficiary is only identified by a name or a string literal typed by a civil-servant or exported from a legacy system.
Correspondingly, there is not a clear connection of contracting authorities (buyers) names to public contracts.
Our efforts are based on the established theory and practice in the area of NLP, Linked Data and corporate
databases and focus on addressing data heterogeneities such as misspelling errors and name or acronym
mismatches on the lexical, syntactic and semantic level. The algorithm that we have developed matched 64% of
the reported buyers related to all European countries.
Furthermore, sellers and beneficiaries of the Greek National Strategic Reference Framework 2007–2013 have
been matched to company register and Transparency Portal in pilot 1.
Similarly, in pilot 2 the only information provided by IATI about the Official Development Assistance (ODA)
activity implementing organizations is a simple string describing the name of the organization. In this context,
we have introduced company name reconciliation based on OpenCorporates (OC). Our goal is to shift the focus
from discovering new domains to exploring the possibilities to enrich to the existing data. As relevant facts and
statistics could expand the scope of information attached to the data, the goal was to provide more context to
the Dutch Official Development Assistance (ODA) and International Trade datasets.
In the case of pilot 3 data (mainly based on Tenders Europe electronic daily), as in pilots 1 and 2, it is considered
to be quite helpful to discover an official number to uniquely identify all entities that are involved in public
procurement and subsidies. Initially, we match the VAT registration numbers of the buyers and sellers from
Greece. We also match internally buyers and sellers’ ogranisations names from Ireland and the rest of Europe.
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2 Introduction
Purpose and Scope
In this report a set of harvesters, which are responsible for performing the task of data and metadata extraction
from the registered catalogues, is presented. The developed harvesters perform the collection of data both from
dynamically updated APIs and HTML pages and data repositories and include the associated validators that are
employed for assessing the quality of harvested data, cleaning data, and validating them according to the data
model requirements.

Approach for Work Package and Relation to other Work Packages and
Deliverables
The primary focus of the third Work Package is data collection, management, storage, and provision to other
components of YDS through effective programming services and interfaces. The relevant technologies can be
indexed in four main layers:
1) Harvesters, which acquire data from open data sources and the social Web.
2) Validators, assessing the quality of harvested data, cleaning data, and validating them according to the
data model requirements.
3) Ontology population and alignment, where diverse data sources are aligned, cross-linked, and
transformed to use a common vocabulary, ultimately becoming part of a unifying data model.
4) Data storage and querying, where data are accumulated in a data store, which provides retrieval and
management through suitable semantic interfaces (such as SPARQL queries).
In particular, the first layer provides a set of computer programs and methodologies for harvesting data in order
to enable data enrichment and analysis within the YDS platform. Data harvesters are the sources of information
that kick-off the creative cycle of data-driven study and action.

Important updates with respect to D3.6
Pilot 1 and pilot 2 harvesters have been expanded based on the efforts of D3.6 Data Harvesters v1.0 and the
changes that have happened to the official data sources. In particular, public procurement notices and award
notices from the Tenders Electronic Daily (TED) are now provided by the Directorate-General for Internal Market,
Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs through the EU data portal and the Greek government published an API
with NSRF 2007-13 data (except geographical information).
The second main issue refers to the identification of public and private companies that are involved in the public
money management cycle. Despite the fact that companies that want to tender for a public contract must be
officially registered, in practice, the supplier is only identified by a name or a string literal typed by a civil-servant.
In this sense, often, there is not a direct connection through a shared identifier between the business registry
and the public procurement systems. Hence, these name-matching problems and data inconsistencies are spread
to next stages preventing future activities such as analysing and reporting. Similarly, there is not a clear and direct
connection of contracting authorities (buyers) names to public contracts.
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Thus, we are devoting an important part of our resources to named entity recognition for both buyers and sellers
in Greece and other European countries.
We plan to continue in the same direction since the extraction of statistics and analysis on how many contracts
(or other types of public money) have been rewarded to the same company is a relevant indicator to evaluate
how transparent and efficient is the whole process.
In pilot 2, the focus shifted from discovering new domains to exploring the possibilities to enrich and give more
depth to the existing data. As relevant facts and statistics could expand the scope of information attached to the
data, the goal was to provide more context to the Dutch Official Development Assistance (ODA) and International
Trade datasets. Extensive research resulted in data that makes interpreting the provided information and, thus,
drawing conclusions and gaining knowledge, easier.
First of all, to give more context to the story of Dutch interventions in Zimbabwe, the ODA data for Zimbabwe
was added, where Zimbabwe itself is the funding beneficiary. This data provides insight into the funds Zimbabwe
receives (and their purpose) from developed countries around the world and makes it comparable with the
development aid given by the Netherlands. It also shows the impact of the cuts in official development assistance
by the Dutch government on the Zimbabwean economy. We then broadened the scope of the exercise by
including the data about the international trade activities between Zimbabwe and the rest of the world.
Second, additional information about the countries, as one of the key agent types in the YDS datasets, was added.
The countries were enriched with various statistics including geographic, economic and demographic data.
Different sources were included such as DBpedia1, The CIA World Factbook2, the World Bank’s World
Development Indicators (WDI)3 and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations
Geopolitical Ontology4. Each of these datasets was converted to the RDF format and interlinked with the existing
countries data. Finally, special attention was given to the other important agent type, i.e. organizations.
Organizations were previously described only by a string indicating the name. As having more information about
the actors that physically carry out the aid activities could prove crucial to a journalist’s story, we considered
possibilities for making such data more detailed. More specifically, we looked into OpenCorporates5, the world’s
largest repository of publicly available information from the databases of national chambers of commerce and
business registers, from all over the world.

Methodology and Structure of the Deliverable
The outcome of this task includes the description of the data source, the harvesting process and the employed
technologies. Data harvesters are presented per pilot. Details about the main components of the harvesting
applications are described in the relevant appendices and the GitHub repository.
The report is structured as follows. The next section describes existing efforts and our approach in named entity
recognition in related problem settings. Section 4 refers to the data harvesters developed for Pilot 1. Section 5
analyses data sources and applications created for collecting data in Pilot 2. Section 6 presents data sources and

1

http://dbpedia.org
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
3 http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators
4 http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/geoinfo/en/
5 https://opencorporates.com
2
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harvesters associated to Pilot 3. Section 7 concludes and discusses next steps and the final section reports the
main bibliographic references.
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3 Named Entity Recognition
During the last five years, there is a growing number of initiatives for publishing detailed public finance data such
as public procurement, subsidies and aid data.
These initiatives aim to increase the accountability in the context of “follow public money” projects and, at the
same time, address efficiency of public procurements and public finance planning.
Thus, the extraction of statistics and analysis on how many contracts have been awarded to the same company
(in combination with other metrics) is a relevant indicator to evaluate how transparent and efficient the whole
process is. Although companies that want to tender for a public contract must be officially registered and have
been awarded a unique identification number, in practice, the supplier or beneficiary is only identified by a name
or a string literal typed by a civil-servant or exported from a legacy system. In this sense, often, there is not a
direct connection through a shared identifier between the official company registry and the public procurement
systems. Hence, these naming problems and data inconsistencies are spread to next stages preventing future
activities such as analysing and reporting.
Similarly, there is not a clear and direct connection of contracting authorities (buyers) names to public contracts.
Therefore, public agencies are introduced, renamed, merged or dissolved year by year resulting in an increasing
number of different entities, making it difficult to track them, and reconcile their public contracts and finances
under a unified administration body structure.
The next three subsections provide a quick review on the related work for recognizing and matching public and
private organisations.

Natural Language Processing and Computational Linguistics
In the area of NLP, research efforts are focused on addressing data heterogeneities such as misspelling errors [1]
and name or acronym mismatches [2], on the lexical, syntactic and semantic level.
These methodologies and practices can be applied to solve general problems and usually follow a traditional
approach of text normalization, lexical analysis, post-tagging word according to a grammar and semantic analysis
to filter or provide some kind of service such as information extraction, reporting, sentiment analysis or opinion
mining.
In this context, a series of services (most in the form of an API) such as NLTK [3] for Python, Lingpipe [8], OpenNLP
[5] or Gate [6] for Java, WEKA [21], the Apache Lucene and Solr [4] search engines have been created in order to
serve the creation of natural-language based applications.
Similar approaches are being followed in other domains such as the analysis of social networks (e.g. Twitter [9]),
the extraction of clinical terms [10] for electronic health records, the creation of bibliometrics [11] or the
identification of gene names [12].
Other supervised techniques [13] have also be used to train data mining-based algorithms with the aim of
creation classifiers.
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Semantic Web and Linked Open Data
Entity reconciliation techniques to uniquely identify resources is also investigated in the field of Semantic Web
and Linked Open Data. Specifically, an entity reconciliation process can be briefly defined as the method for
looking and mapping [14] two different concepts or entities under a certain threshold.
Approaches such as concept mapping and entity reconciliation are focused on the aforementioned NLP
techniques [15] (if two concepts have similar literal descriptions then they should be similar) and others
(ontology-based) that also exploit the semantic information (hierarchy, number and type of relations) to
establish a potential mapping (if two concepts share similar properties and similar super classes then these
concepts should be similar).
These techniques have been applied to the field of linking entities in the LOD realm, for instance using the
DBpedia [16].
Although there is no way of automatically creating a mapping with a 100% of confidence (without human
validation) a mapping under a certain percentage of confidence can be enough for most of user-based services
such as statistical analysis and visualization (see for instance [20]). However, in case of using these techniques as
a previous step of a formal verification and decision process this ambiguity can lead to infer incorrect facts and
must be avoided without a previous human validation.

Business Registries and Corporate Databases
According to the Global Open Data Index6 and the Open Company Data Index7 only few countries are providing
their business registries as high quality open data. But even in the cases where corporate information such as
name of company, address, unique identifier of the company, the owner, capital, approved and registration dates
are publicly available by the official government, re-using this valuable information can be tedious due to various
reasons such as different content, formats and updating process.
So, it becomes very expensive to track corporate ownership and activity due to the lack of name standardization
and unique identification. This gap is partially covered by an increasing list of professional service providers that
index and exploit these public repositories and sell reporting services that contain an aggregated version of the
corporate information (see for instance Bureau van Dijk (bvdinfo.com) and Bisnode (bisnode.com).
There is also a series of initiatives held by the Open Data community such as the CrocTail [19] (part of the
“Corporate Research Project”) in United States, the Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) provided by Global Legal Entity
Identifier Foundation [17] and OpenCorporates [18] that scraps and publishes corporate information creating a
large database with high-valuable elements like the company identifier (contains more that 115 million
companies in November 2016).
Tracking public procurement and public finances in general, involves not only corporate naming and
identification but also the name reconciliation of public organisations.

6
7

http://index.okfn.org/place/
http://registries.opencorporates.com/
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Lately, a promising initiative has been announced in this direction. Identify-org.net has been established as a
collaborative project to create a code list of organisation identifier lists helping data publishers and users
discoverer sources of open identification. More specifically, it includes (1) all forms of legal entities: companies,
charities and government agencies (2) a unique code assigned to each list: enabling unambiguous use of
identifiers and (3) well-researched meta-data on each list: supporting publishers to select the best list, and
enabling users to cross-walk between lists.
Matching organisations names is an important aspect for all three pilots of YDS. In pilots 1 and 3 named entity
recognition is related both to public authorities that provide subsidies and finance projects and private entities
that receive public money and deliver works for the government. For pilot 2 a list of organizations from the Dutch
ODA and Zimbabwean ODA is matched with the OpenCorporates database.
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4 Pilot 1: Follow Public Money
Introduction
Often, information about public projects resides in not connected systems owned by different ministries and
public agencies. In the case of Greece, this information can be mainly found in the form of open data in two
systems: (1) NSRF portal (anaptyxi.gov.gr is based on MIS Ergorama - ΕΡΓΟΡΑΜΑ in Greek-) and (2) Greek
Transparency Portal (Diavgeia).
In particular, the NSRF portal presents project-based information such as the title, budget, completion rate,
related subprojects and the involved public and private organisations of a specific project.
The Diavgeia dataset has been designed to be organisation-based in the sense that every public organisation has
to publish all its administrative decisions. Thus, data and metadata are basically organised in decision types fitted
to the full set of public organisations and their procedures within the Greek public administration.
Despite the fact that any administrative decision related to NSRF projects must be uploaded and distributed
through the Diavgeia website, practically, this cannot be validated in project base because there is not a unique
identifier (e.g. MIS project code) to interconnect NSRF data to Diavgeia decisions. The developed harvesters in
the first part of Pilot 1 attempt to bridge this gap between NSRF and Diavgeia data.
The rest of the section is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the NSRF project harvester and section 4.3
presents the collecting process of the two Diavgeia harvesters. Both sections analyze the related name entity
matching process.

The new NSRF project harvester
This application is downloading all the available information for the full set of projects that are financed by the
Greek NSRF (National Strategic Reference Framework) 2007–2013 (ESPA in Greek). The information is retrieved
from the official NSRF monitoring portal for Greece (anaptyxi.gov.gr, Picture 1), which is maintained by the Greek
Ministry for Development and Competitiveness, using the recently published API8.

8

http://anaptyxi.gov.gr/ODHelp.aspx
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Picture 1: anaptyxi.gov.gr is the official portal for distributing the progress report of the NSRF (National Strategic
Reference Framework) 2007–2013 in Greece

Even though the API is bilingual (English/Greek), the English translation of the content is only available for the
title and the metadata and not for the full range of provided information.
The overall process architecture of the new NSRF harvester is depicted in Figure 1:

Figure 1: the overall process architecture of the new NSRF harvester

The basic NSRF data are retrieved from the NSRF API and stored in a database. Geographical information related
to public projects is parsed through webpages from anaptyxi.gov.gr. Retrieved organisations (buyers, sellers and
beneficiaries) are not uniquely identified by any kind of shared identifiers. Thus, a set of state-of-the-art Name
Entity Recognition techniques are employed, and the corresponding results, combined with the rest of NSRF, are
semantically enriched, RDFized and stored.
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Harvesting and storing the data
Process flows

The API is first called to fetch a list (of a maximum length of 1000 projects at a time is allowed), and then, for
each of these projects, a different call is made to get the details of each project. The details of each project
include information about the sub-projects, the bodies involved and the beneficiaries and contractors. The API
can also return the title of the project in English instead of the default Greek one. This is called individually and
stored in a different table, along with the project code that can be used to link it with the Greek title.
The information obtained from the first call, is stored as a Java Object, with only the overview information. After
the second call to the server is complete, the new data are stored to a class Object called Details, which contains
more classes, for the detailed data returned. For example, a list of sub-projects cannot be stored in a single
variable, so a different class, SubProjects, was created to store these data.
After parsing, the data are retrieved from the objects and stored in the database. The main process workflow is
depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: the main process workflow of the NSRF harvester.
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Retrieving the Geographical information

Additionally, the web GUI of each project contains geographical information, indicating the location of the
project. Unfortunately, this is information not provided through the API. For that, when the project details are
read and loaded, by getting the project code, we can visit the web view of the project details and by reading the
source code of the page, we get the map coordinates, which are stored in the database, along with the other
project information.
In order to get geographical information from the web view of each project, we use a third-party library to read
the HTML file. The library in use is Jsoup (jsoup.org), which makes it easier to get a specific tag from the given
file.
From the file, we first isolate the <Body> tag, and then we get the HTML part that holds the coordinates by the
<kml> tag. Inside the <kml> tag can be found the <coordinates> tags. Each coordinate tag is holding a distinct
coordinate set, having one couple is indicating a single point, where multiple couples indicate a line. In the rare
case of distinct single points, this is represented by multiple coordinates tags.
The coordinates of each coordinates tag, are then split and saved in a String which is stored in an ArrayList, since
the number of points are unknown, and is returned to be saved in the database
4.2.1.3

Database architecture

The basic information of each project is stored on table Overview, where the date of data gathering is used, as
publishDate column and the distinction between the public projects and the grants is made using a column
named type. Some of this information might be different than the ones on table Details, such as the budget, or
the payments made. The reason for these deviations are unknown to the writers at the time of this publication
(database schema is provided in Figure 3).
Table Details contains more information about each project, such as the buyer and the seller involved and the
body that proposed the project.
Each project might contain extra information such as:


The number of sub-projects. Further details can be found in the table Sub_Projects, and is connected to
the project using the table SubProject_Project. Each sub-project has a number of sellers (or contractors),
which can be found in the Sellers table, and the connection is made through the Projects_Sellers table.



The bodies involved in the project. These include the Funding Body, the Proposal Body, among others,
and are directly connected to their relative tables using an id.



Some files that are relevant to the project. These files are not provided by the API, except in some cases
where a URL is given.

Most of the projects have geographical data provided and this information is stored in table Coordinates.
Geographical data might be a single point (a pair of coordinates), a line (a number of coordinates pairs) or
multiple single points. For this, a connection table is created, Coordinates_Project, which connects the project
with its coordinates.
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Figure 3: main tables and connections of the database schema for the NSRF harvester

4.2.1.4

Technologies

The application is a Java program, written in Eclipse, using Maven to download the necessary libraries. If Maven
cannot be used the libraries are installed in a folder inside the project. In any way, the executable file (jar) has all
the necessary libraries embedded, thus it can be executed without any outside interference. The libraries used
are:


MySQL connector, it creates a connection with a MySQL Database



openjfx-monocle provides “windowsing” functionality that is needed by the ui4j library.
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JSON-simple, it allows the easier reading of the JSON response of the server
Jsoup, is a HTML parser, used to read the map coordinates from the web GUI

In addition, a MySQL database, either local or remote, is needed, with created tables as mentioned in the
previous chapter.
4.2.1.5

Harvesting results

The API harvester combined with the Web scrapper (for retrieving geographical information) retrieved the full
dataset of funded public works and subsidies in Greece for the period 2007-13 (see the following tables). Named
entities, i.e. buyers, sellers and beneficiaries are reported but not uniquely identified. Thus, the next steps involve
Named entity recognition efforts in order to identify where public were directed to.

Dataset

Total number

Total budgeted
amount

Total contracted
amount

Total payed
amount

Public works

12,411

€33,214,756,988

€27,833,216,998

€21,526,120,093

Subsidies

126,773

€7,731,042,136

€7,731,034,036

€5,812,426,363

TOTAL

139,184

€40,945,799,124

€35,564,251,034

€27,338,546,456

Named entities

Initial set

Buyers

3,766

Sellers

17,484

Beneficiaries

126,773

The source code (an Eclipse Java project using Maven) and further information on how to execute the application
can be found at GitHub9.
4.2.2
4.2.2.1

Named Entity Recognition
The problem

In the case of NSRF data it is important to identify the Greek VAT number for the list of private and public
organizations (buyers, sellers, beneficiaries) that are involved in public procurement and subsidies in Greece in
order to (1) use the Diavgeia project-based harvester (see 4.3.4) and (2) provide a unified view of the where the
public money goes. An indicative raw data extract follows:
Buyers:
9

https://github.com/YourDataStories/harvesters/tree/master/NSRF%20Harvester/EspaProjectsApiToDB
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id

name

address

VAT

18

ΟΑΣΑ

ΜΕΤΣΟΒΟΥ 15

?

1053

Ο.Α.Σ.Π.

4

ΟΡΓΑΝΙΣΜΟΣ ΣΙΔΗΡΟΔΡΟΜΩΝ ΕΛΛΑΔΑΣ Α.Ε.

ΚΑΡΟΛΟΥ 1-3

?

18

ΟΑΣΑ

ΜΕΤΣΟΒΟΥ 15

?

?

Sellers:
id

name

address

VAT

841

ΕΡΓΟ ΑΕ ΤΕΧΝΙΚΗ ΕΜΠΟΡΙΚΗ ΤΟΥΡΙΣΤΙΚΗ

ΔΡΟΥΛΙΣΚΟΥ 13-15

?

4756

COMPULAND ΣΥΣΤΗΜΑΤΑ ΠΛΗΡΟΦΟΡΙΚΗΣ ΚΑΙ
ΤΗΛΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΩΝ ΑΕ

ΘΕΣΣΑΛΙΩΤΙΔΟΣ 117

?

6321

COMPUPRESS ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ ΕΚΔΟΤΙΚΗ ΚΑΙ ΕΜΠΟΡΙΚΗ ΕΤΑΙΡΙΑ

ΛΟΧΑΓΟΥ ΔΕΔΟΥΣΗ 1
& Λ ΜΕΣΟΓΕΙΩΝ

?

841

ΕΡΓΟ ΑΕ ΤΕΧΝΙΚΗ ΕΜΠΟΡΙΚΗ ΤΟΥΡΙΣΤΙΚΗ

ΔΡΟΥΛΙΣΚΟΥ 13-15

?

Beneficiaries:
id

Subsidy title

name

VAT

128736

ΩΡΑΙΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ ΧΡΗΣΤΟΣ & ΣΙΑ ΕΕ - ΕΙΔΙΚΟ ΔΙΕΤΕΣ
ΠΡΟΓΡΑΜΜΑ ΠΡΟΩΘΗΣΗΣ ΤΗΣ ΑΠΑΣΧΟΛΗΣΗΣ ΜΕ
ΕΠΙΧΟΡΗΓΗΣΗ ΤΩΝ ΑΣΦΑΛΙΣΤΙΚΩΝ ΕΙΣΦΟΡΩΝ ΓΙΑ ΤΗΝ
ΠΡΟΣΛΗΨΗ 25000 ΑΝΕΡ

ΩΡΑΙΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ
ΧΡΗΣΤΟΣ ΚΑΙ ΣΙΑ ΕΕ

?

63207

ΩΡΑΙΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ ΛΑΖΑΡΟΣ - (ΝΕΟΙ ΚΑΙ ΕΠΙΧΕΙΡΗΜΑΤΙΚΟΤΗΤΑ
Α"ΚΥΚΛΟΣ) ΠΡΟΓΡΑΜΜΑ ΕΠΙΧΟΡΗΓΗΣΗΣ 3000 ΝΕΩΝ
ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΩΝ ΕΠΑΓΓΕΛΜΑΤΙΩΝ-ΗΛΙΚΙΑΣ 22-32 ΕΤΩΝ

ΩΡΑΙΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ
ΛΑΖΑΡΟΣ πατρ.
ΧΑΡΑΛΑΜΠΟΣ

?

458728

ΨΥΧΙΑΤΡΙΚΗ ΚΛΙΝΙΚΗ ΔΡΑΜΑΣ Α.Ε. - ΕΙΔΙΚΟ ΔΙΕΤΕΣ
ΠΡΟΓΡΑΜΜΑ ΠΡΟΩΘΗΣΗΣ ΤΗΣ ΑΠΑΣΧΟΛΗΣΗΣ ΜΕ
ΕΠΙΧΟΡΗΓΗΣΗ ΤΩΝ ΑΣΦΑΛΙΣΤΙΚΩΝ ΕΙΣΦΟΡΩΝ ΓΙΑ ΤΗΝ
ΠΡΟΣΛΗΨΗ 25000 ΑΝΕΡ

ΨΥΧΙΑΤΡΙΚΗ ΚΛΙΝΙΚΗ
ΔΡΑΜΑΣ ΑΕ

?
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Matching process

Column NAME is cleaned from characters of small to zero importance like {. “”, <<} and then is prepared for exact
Apache Lucene matching (all of the terms of the string to be included in result) e.g. Ο.Α.Σ.Π. --> ΟΑΣΠ.
Then, cleaned NAME is stripped of all blank spaces in order to prepare concatenation of all characters and
perform
phrase
querying,
e.g.
ΕΡΓΟ
ΑΕ
ΤΕΧΝΙΚΗ
ΕΜΠΟΡΙΚΗ
ΤΟΥΡΙΣΤΙΚΗ=>
ΕΡΓΟΑΕΤΕΧΝΙΚΗΕΜΠΟΡΙΚΗΤΟΥΡΙΣΤΙΚΗ
The two new fields are also created on CouchDΒ database to enhance matching scores. So, we try to match a
cleaned name from a CSV with a cleaned name from the Diavgeia DΒ (this database has been created through
the Diavgeia general harvester – see 4.3.3) and a concatenated name from the CSV with a concatenated name
in the Diavgeia DΒ.
At first, an exact match is performed and the top result is returned. If no results are found, then a fuzzy match is
performed with a coefficient of 0.6 and, again, the top result is returned.
Along with the VAT, two metrics are also returned: the first one is a score based on the difference between the
keyword given and the result found in terms of word count. These rules try to identify if there has been use of
company’s commercial title in one case and not in another, or if a person’s father’s name is missing. The second
one, for example, weakens the validity of our result, so the score is less. Scores are given on a scale of {0,5,8,9,10).
The second metric is the similarity of the whole phrase. In this case, scores are given on a scale of 0 up to 100. In
the case of beneficiaries, we also match Subject (or title) (exact only) to the database of previous NSRF
Beneficiaries.
The aforementioned process is further elaborated in the following subsections through step-by-step examples.
4.2.2.2.1

Matching Sellers names

Distinct names
17482 out of 17484 have been found to be unique. For example:

id

name

8986

“ΥΨΗΛΑΝΤΗΣ Κ. - ΧΑΛΙΑΜΠΑΚΑΣ Ι. Ο.Ε.

8987

“ΥΨΗΛΑΝΤΗΣ Κ. - ΧΑΛΙΑΜΠΑΚΑΣ Ι. Ο.Ε.

We remove the second record from the set but we maintain it for future use in case its other attributes are of
any value.
Cleansing name string
For example:
29/12/2016
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name

name cleaned

«ΤΟ ΠΑΡΑΔΟΣΙΑΚΟ ΤΗΣ ΛΑΡΙΣΑΣ» ΜΟΝΟΠΡΟΣΩΠΗ ΙΚΕ

ΤΟ ΠΑΡΑΔΟΣΙΑΚΟ ΤΗΣ ΛΑΡΙΣΑΣ ΜΟΝΟΠΡΟΣΩΠΗ ΙΚΕ

Α. ΠΑΠΑΓΙΑΝΝΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ ΚΑΙ ΣΙΑ Ε.Ε.

Α ΠΑΠΑΓΙΑΝΝΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ ΣΙΑ ΕΕ

Best exact match
In the first attempt, we ensure that every token of the (cleaned) input string is included in the result, e.g.:

search term

result

ΑΝΔΡΕΟΥ ΜΑΡΙΑ ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΣ

ΑΝΔΡΕΟΥ ΜΑΡΙΑ ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΣ

Κ ΖΗΣΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ ΣΙΑ ΟΕ

Κ ΖΗΣΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ ΣΙΑ ΟΕ DILOS ΟΙΚΟΝΟΜΙΚΗ

Best fuzzy match
In case of no result in step 3 we perform phrase querying with a concatenated version of the string (a
concatenated version of the strings is maintained in our records). We accept the result if the strings are at least
60% similar. The result, if any, is subjected to validation control along with all the insecure match results, e.g.:

search term

result

ΚΟΙΝΟΠΡΑΞΙΑΔΥΝΑΜΙΚΗΕΡΓΩΝΑΕΜΤΑΤΕΠΑΛΥΒΟΣΝΙΚΟΛΑΟΣΓΕΩΡΓΙΟΥ

-

Κ ΖΗΣΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ ΣΙΑ ΟΕ

Κ ΖΗΣΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ
ΟΙΚΟΝΟΜΙΚΗ

ΣΙΑ

ΟΕ

DILOS

Extra fields matching
Other field of interest that could be used to enhance matching is the address of the seller, and will be used in
the next version, e.g.:

name
Κ Ξ THALIS ES SA ΜΗΧΑΝΙΚΗ ΠΕΡΙΒΑΛΛΟΝΤΟΣ ΑΕ

address
ΑΙΟΛΟΥ 67

Validation
Validation is performed manually at this moment by combining the metrics (token score and similarity score)
explained below, e.g.:
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name

match name

token score

similarity

valid

ΑΝΔΡΕΟΥ ΜΑΡΙΑ ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΣ

ΑΝΔΡΕΟΥ ΜΑΡΙΑ ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΣ

10

98

yes

Κ ΖΗΣΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ ΣΙΑ ΟΕ

Κ ΖΗΣΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ ΣΙΑ ΟΕ DILOS
ΟΙΚΟΝΟΜΙΚΗ

5

73

Needs
check

ΣΕΡΡΑΙΚΗ ΓΗ

ΣΕΡΡΑΙΚΗ ΒΙΟΜΗΧΑΝΙΑ
ΓΑΛΑΚΤΟΣ ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ ΕΤΑΙΡΙΑ
ΣΕΡΓΑΛ

8

34

no

In the next version, we also plan on using:


the address field, by checking that the number is the same and the street name has a large similarity,
e.g.:

name

Street name

street
number

match name

match Street
name

Match Street
num.

Valid

ΠΡΟΤΑΣΗ

ΝΙΚΟΤΣΑΡΑ

9

ΠΟΥΤΣΕΛΑΣ ΓΕΩΡΓΙΟΣ ΣΙΑ
ΟΜ ΕΤ ΠΡΟΤΑΣΗ

ΕΡΜΟΥ

2

no



The organization type that we extract from the name and the result.

We plan on using the organization type in this multi-criteria validation. If they entities are of the same type,
confidence on the result will be boosted, e.g.:

name

ORG TYPE

Match name

Match ORG
TYPE

Boost

QUANTOS
A.E.

ΑΕ

QUANTOS ΑΕ ΜΕΛΕΤΕΣ ΣΤΑΤΙΣΤΙΚΑ ΠΛΗΡΟΦΟΡΙΑΚΑ
ΣΥΣΤΗΜΑΤΑ

ΑΕ

yes

4.2.2.2.2

Matching Beneficiaries names

Distinct names
103,753 out of 126,772 have been found to be unique. For example:

id

title

name

80937

ΕΤΑΙΡΕΙΑ ΠΑΡΟΧΗΣ ΥΠΗΡΕΣΙΩΝ ΣΤΗΝ ΔΕΥΤΕΡΟΒΑΘΜΙΑ ΕΚΠΑΙΔΕΥΣΗ
ΙΚΕ - (25-66) ΠΡΟΓΡΑΜΜΑ ΕΠΙΧΟΡΗΓΗΣΗΣ ΕΠΙΧΕΙΡΗΣΕΩΝ ΓΙΑ ΤΗΝ
ΠΡΟΣΛΗΨΗ ΑΝΕΡΓΩΝ ΗΛΙΚΙΑΣ 25-66 ΕΤΩΝ - ΑΠ 7

ΕΤΑΙΡΕΙΑ ΠΑΡ ΥΠΗΡ
ΣΤΗΝ Β ΒΑΘΜΙΑ
ΕΚΠΑΙΔ ΙΚΕ
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ΕΤΑΙΡΕΙΑ ΠΑΡ ΥΠΗΡ ΣΤΗΝ Β ΒΑΘΜΙΑ ΕΚΠΑΙΔ ΙΚΕ - (ΤοπΣΑ-ΤοπΕΚΟ)
ΠΡΟΓΡΑΜΜΑ ΕΠΙΧ. ΕΠΙΧΕΙΡ. ΓΙΑ ΤΗΝ ΠΡΟΣΛΗΨΗ 10.000
ΩΦΕΛΟΥΜΕΝΩΝ ΤΩΝ ΔΡΑΣΕΩΝ ΤοπΣΑ & ΤοπΕΚΟ

ΕΤΑΙΡΕΙΑ ΠΑΡ ΥΠΗΡ
ΣΤΗΝ Β ΒΑΘΜΙΑ
ΕΚΠΑΙΔ ΙΚΕ

In the matching procedure, we keep only the distinct names for performance reasons, but at the end we use
every record.
Cleansing name string

name

name cleaned

ΔΙΟΝΥΣΙΟΣ ΛΑΤΤΑΣ - ΒΙΟΜΗΧΑΝΙΑ ΕΠΙΠΛΩΝ Α.Β.Ε.Ε.

ΔΙΟΝΥΣΙΟΣ ΛΑΤΤΑΣ ΒΙΟΜΗΧΑΝΙΑ ΕΠΙΠΛΩΝ ΑΒΕΕ

Κ ΛΑΖΑΡΙΔΟΥ-ΣΙΑ

Κ ΛΑΖΑΡΙΔΟΥ ΣΙΑ

Organisation type
Organization type can be used to narrow the search area. If we define the organization type from the name, then
we can search only the subset of these specific types. For example:

name

Organization type

Subset

ΔΙΟΝΥΣΙΟΣ ΛΑΤΤΑΣ - ΒΙΟΜΗΧΑΝΙΑ ΕΠΙΠΛΩΝ ΑΒΕΕ

ΑΒΕΕ

ΑΒΕΕ

ΚΥΡΙΑΚΟΣ ΛΙΟΛΙΟΣ ΣΙΑ ΕΕ

ΕΕ

ΕΕ

Best exact match
Our first attempt it to ensure that every token of the (cleaned) input string is included in the result, e.g.:

search term

result

ΔΙΟΝΥΣΙΟΣ ΛΑΤΤΑΣ ΒΙΟΜΗΧΑΝΙΑ ΕΠΙΠΛΩΝ
ΑΒΕΕ

ΔΙΟΝΥΣΙΟΣ ΛΑΤΤΑΣ ΒΙΟΜΗΧΑΝΙΑ ΕΠΙΠΛΩΝ ΑΒΕΕ

ΚΥΡΙΑΚΟΣ ΛΙΟΛΙΟΣ ΣΙΑ ΕΕ

ΚΥΡΙΑΚΟΣ ΛΙΟΛΙΟΣ ΚΑΙ ΣΙΑ ΕΕ

ΙΝΤΡΑΚΟΜ ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ ΕΤΑΙΡΙΑ
ΤΗΛΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΚΩΝ ΛΥΣΕΩΝ

ΙΝΤΡΑΚΟΜ ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ ΕΤΑΙΡΙΑ ΤΗΛΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΚΩΝ
ΛΥΣΕΩΝ||INTRACOM TELECOM
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Best fuzzy match
In case of no result we perform phrase querying with a concatenated version of the string (a concatenated
version of the strings is maintained in our records). We accept the result if the strings are at least 60% similar.
The result, if any, is subjected to validation control along with all the insecure match results, e.g.:

search term

result

ΞΕΝΟΔΟΧΕΙΟΑΠΟΛΛΩΝΑΕ

ΑΠΟΛΛΩΝ ΑΕ

Extra fields matching
The Beneficiaries dataset also contains the information of the title of the project. Due to the fact that we have
already stored in our database a large subset of projects and matched them in previous steps, we build on them
to enhance speed and accuracy. For instance,

Search Project Title

name

Match project title

Match
name

ΚΡΑΤΙΚΗ ΕΝΙΣΧΥΣΗ ΜΕΣΩ ΤΟΥ
Ν.3299/2004 ΓΙΑ ΕΠΕΝΔΥΣΗ ΤΗΣ
ΕΠΙΧΕΙΡΗΣΗΣ ΑΙΟΛΙΚΗ ΔΕΡΒΕΝΙ
ΤΡΑΙΑΝΟΥΠΟΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ
ΕΤΑΙΡΕΙΑ ΠΑΡΑΓΩΓΗΣ ΗΛΕΚΤΡΙΚΗΣ
ΕΝΕΡΓΕΙΑΣ ΜΕ Δ.Τ. ''ΑΙΟΛΙΚΗ ΔΕΡΒΕΝΙ
ΤΡΑΙΑΝΟΥΠΟΛΕΩΣ Α.Ε.''
(ΥΠΕ/5/02269/Ε)

ΑΙΟΛΙΚΗ ΔΕΡΒΕΝΙ
ΤΡΑΙΑΝΟΥΠΟΛΕΩΣ
ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ
ΠΑΡΑΓΩΓΗΣ
ΗΛΕΚΤΡΙΚΗΣ
ΕΝΕΡΓΕΙΑΣ

ΚΡΑΤΙΚΗ ΕΝΙΣΧΥΣΗ ΜΕΣΩ ΤΟΥ
Ν.3299/2004 ΓΙΑ ΕΠΕΝΔΥΣΗ ΤΗΣ
ΕΠΙΧΕΙΡΗΣΗΣ ΑΙΟΛΙΚΗ ΔΕΡΒΕΝΙ
ΤΡΑΙΑΝΟΥΠΟΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ
ΕΤΑΙΡΕΙΑ ΠΑΡΑΓΩΓΗΣ ΗΛΕΚΤΡΙΚΗΣ
ΕΝΕΡΓΕΙΑΣ ΜΕ Δ.Τ. ''ΑΙΟΛΙΚΗ
ΔΕΡΒΕΝΙ ΤΡΑΙΑΝΟΥΠΟΛΕΩΣ Α.Ε.''
(ΥΠΕ/5/02269/Ε)

ΑΙΟΛΙΚΗ
ΔΕΡΒΕΝΙ
ΤΡΑΙΑΝΟΥΠ
ΟΛΕΩΣ
ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ
ΠΑΡΑΓΩΓΗΣ
ΗΛΕΚΤΡΙΚΗ
Σ ΕΝΕΡΓΕΙΑΣ

Validation
Validation is performed manually at this moment by combining the metrics (token score and similarity score)
explained below. For instance:

name

match name

token score

similarity

valid

ΑΙΟΛΙΚΗ ΔΕΡΒΕΝΙ
ΤΡΑΙΑΝΟΥΠΟΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ
ΠΑΡΑΓΩΓΗΣ ΗΛΕΚΤΡΙΚΗΣ
ΕΝΕΡΓΕΙΑ

ΑΙΟΛΙΚΗ ΔΕΡΒΕΝΙ ΤΡΑΙΑΝΟΥΠΟΛΕΩΣ
ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ ΠΑΡΑΓΩΓΗΣ ΗΛΕΚΤΡΙΚΗΣ
ΕΝΕΡΓΕΙΑΣ

10

100

Yes

ΕΘΝΙΚΟ ΚΕΝΤΡΟ ΕΡΕΥΝΑΣ
ΤΕΧΝΟΛΟΓΙΚΗΣ ΑΝΑΠΤΥΞΗΣ
ΕΚΕΤΑ

ΕΘΝ. ΚΕΝΤΡΟ ΕΡΕΥΝΑΣ & ΤΕΧΝΟΛ.
ΑΝΑΠΤ. (ΕΚΕΤΑ)

5

80

Yes
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ΚΑΜΑΡΑΚΗΣ ΧΡΗΣΤΟΣ
ΕΥΑΓΓΕΛΟΣ
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5

42

No

Matching Buyers names

Distinct names
3764 out of 3766 records have been found to be unique. For example:

id

name

681

ΔΗΜΟΣ ΑΜΦΙΛΟΧΙΑΣ

1497

ΔΗΜΟΣ ΑΜΦΙΛΟΧΙΑΣ

In the matching procedure, we keep only the distinct names for performance reasons, but at the end we use
every record. Furthermore, after examination of the first results we decided not to include in the matching
dataset certain records that are of little or no importance e.g.:

id

name

3025

ΣΧΟΛΙΚΗ ΕΠΙΤΡ. 5ΟΥ ΔΗΜΟΤΙΚΟΥ ΣΧΟΛΕΙΟΥ ΑΛΙΜΟΥ

3140

ΣΧΟΛΙΚΗ ΕΠΙΤΡ. 4ου ΔΗΜΟΤΙΚΟΥ ΣΧΟΛΕΙΟΥ ΒΟΥΛΑΣ

Cleansing name string
String is cleaned of special characters that may confuse the matching algorithm. For example:

name

name cleaned

ΔΗΜΟΣ ΑΜΠΕΛΟΚΗΠΩΝ - ΜΕΝΕΜΕΝΗΣ

ΔΗΜΟΣ ΑΜΠΕΛΟΚΗΠΩΝ ΜΕΝΕΜΕΝΗΣ

ΝΟΣΟΚΟΜΕΙΟ ΠΑΙΔΩΝ "ΑΓΛΑΙΑ ΚΥΡΙΑΚΟΥ"

ΝΟΣΟΚΟΜΕΙΟ ΠΑΙΔΩΝ ΑΓΛΑΙΑ ΚΥΡΙΑΚΟΥ

Best exact match
Our first attempt is focused to ensure that every token of the (cleaned) input string is included in the result, e.g.:

search term

result

ΔΗΜΟΣ ΑΜΠΕΛΟΚΗΠΩΝ ΜΕΝΕΜΕΝΗΣ

ΔΗΜΟΣ ΑΜΠΕΛΟΚΗΠΩΝ ΜΕΝΕΜΕΝΗΣ

ΝΟΣΟΚΟΜΕΙΟ ΠΑΙΔΩΝ ΑΓΛΑΙΑ ΚΥΡΙΑΚΟΥ

ΠΕΡΙΦΕΡΕΙΑΚΟ ΓΕΝΙΚΟ ΝΟΣΟΚΟΜΕΙΟ ΠΑΙΔΩΝ ΑΓΛΑΙΑ ΚΥΡΙΑΚΟΥ
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Best fuzzy match
In case of no result we perform phrase query with a concatenated version of the string (a concatenated version
of the strings is maintained in our records). We accept the results if the strings are at least 60% similar. The
results, if any, are subjected to validation control along with all the insecure match results, e.g.:

search term

result

ΔΗΜΟΣΣΤΥΛΙΔΟΣ

ΔΗΜΟΣΣΤΥΛΙΔΑΣ

Extra fields matching
Other field of interest that could be used to enhance matching is the address of the buyer, and it will be exploited
in the following versions of the algorithm. For example:

name

address

ΔΗΜΟΣ ΣΥΡΟΥ - ΕΡΜΟΥΠΟΛΗΣ

ΠΛ.ΜΙΑΟΥΛΗ

ΟΛΥΜΠΙΑΚΟ ΜΟΥΣΕΙΟ

3ΗΣ ΣΕΠΤΕΜΒΡΙΟΥ & ΑΓΙΟΥ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ

Moreover, in the next version, we are planning to use auxiliary datasets and APIs to capture some of the changes
in the public-sector entities. E.g.:

●
●

List of the municipalities that were united and
List of the Ministries’ names evolution throughout the years.

Validation
Validation is performed manually at this moment by combining the metrics (token score and similarity score)
explained below.

name

match name

token score

similarity

valid

ΔΗΜΟΣ ΑΜΠΕΛΟΚΗΠΩΝ
ΜΕΝΕΜΕΝΗΣ

ΔΗΜΟΣ ΑΜΠΕΛΟΚΗΠΩΝ
ΜΕΝΕΜΕΝΗΣ

10

99

Yes

ΝΟΣΟΚΟΜΕΙΟ ΠΑΙΔΩΝ
ΑΓΛΑΙΑ ΚΥΡΙΑΚΟΥ

ΠΕΡΙΦΕΡΕΙΑΚΟ ΓΕΝΙΚΟ
ΝΟΣΟΚΟΜΕΙΟ ΠΑΙΔΩΝ ΑΓΛΑΙΑ
ΚΥΡΙΑΚΟΥ

5

76

Yes

ΟΑΣΑ

ΟΡΓΑΝΙΣΜΟΣ ΑΝΤΙΣΕΙΣΜΙΚΟΥ
ΣΧΕΔΙΑΣΜΟΥ ΠΡΟΣΤΑΣΙΑΣ ΟΑΣΠ

5

13

No

Moreover, we plan to benefit from the organization type in this multi-criteria validation. If the entities are of the
same type, then the confidence on the result will be increased, e.g.:
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name

ORG
TYPE

Match name

Match ORG
TYPE

Increase

"ΑΝΑΠΤΥΞΙΑΚΗ ΣΥΜΠΡΑΞΗ
ΓΙΑ ΤΗΝ ΔΗΜΙΟΥΡΓΙΑ
ΕΠΙΧΕΙΡΉΣΕΩΝ ΣΤΟΝ ΤΟΜΕΑ
ΤΟΥ ΠΟΛΙΤΙΣΜΟΎ"

ΑΣ

ΑΝΑΠΤΥΞΙΑΚΗ ΣΥΜΠΡΑΞΗ ΓΙΑ ΤΗ
ΔΗΜΙΟΥΡΓΙΑ ΕΠΙΧΕΙΡΗΣΕΩΝ ΣΤΟΝ
ΤΟΜΕΑ ΤΟΥ ΠΟΛΙΤΙΣΜΟΥ

ΑΣ

Yes

4.2.2.3

Technologies used

Code for marching is written in PHP (5.5) and JavaScript, data storage is in CSV, MySQL and CouchDΒ (1.6.0) and
full text search, indexing through CouchDΒ-Lucene (1.0.2).
4.2.2.4

Results

This is the first time that the NSRF dataset is matched with official registries. The performance of our first attempt
is reported in the table below and are considered to be satisfactory based on task complexity. The next versions
of the matching algorithm are expected to increase the total matching score.

dataset

initial set

matched

Buyers

3,766

800

Sellers

17,484

977

Beneficiaries

126,773

38,007

The Greek Transparency Portal (Diavgeia) harvester
4.3.1

Short description

Beginning October 1st, 2010, all Greek government institutions are obliged to upload their acts and decisions to
the Web with special attention to issues of national security and sensitive personal data. Each document is
digitally signed and assigned a unique Internet Uploading Number (IUN) certifying that the decision has been
uploaded to the “Transparency Portal” (called “Diavgeia” in Greek). Following MAREG’s latest legislative initiative
(Law 4210/2013), administrative acts and decisions are not valid unless published online.
Public authorities adopted the Program in three phases: Ministries in October 2010, Extended Public Sector and
Independent Authorities in November 2010, Regional and Local Authorities in March 2011. Since October 2010,
more than 18 millions of acts and decisions have been published on the Transparency Portal from almost 3.700
public authorities. The current upload rate approaches 20.000 decisions per working day.
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Picture 2: Diavgeia II decisions contain machine-readable metadata and the original signed documents in pdf format
(source: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/decision/view/ΩΜ794653ΠΓ-Ο4Η)

In June 2014 MAREG launched the new Transparency Portal (Diavgeia II) that focuses on:
o

Easing accessibility and increasing user inclusion (e.g. for people with disabilities)

o

Ensuring efficient access to government information and documents through a new powerful portal
search-mechanism.

o

Building new online communication channels enabling greater user interaction, and engagement e.g.
through the possibility of commenting on government and administrative acts.

Each has a detailed Web view accessed through a permanent and well-structured URL policy
(https://diavgeia.gov.gr/decision/view/{UniqueDecisionIdentifier}) and contains the relevant metadata
descriptions and values together with the original signed document (Picture 2).
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Picture 3: Diavgeia II API is supported by a detailed documentation in Greek (https://diavgeia.gov.gr/api/help)

The rest of the section is organised as follows. The next subsection provides an overview of the harvesting
process. Subsection 3.3.3 describes the main technological and operational feature of Diavgeia general
harvester, while 3.3.4 analyses the project-based harvester.
4.3.2

The harvesting process

The harvesting process is divided in two main parts. In the first part, the general harvester collects all the financial
decisions on a daily basis. Resulting data will be used to form the overall financial profile for Buyers and Sellers
in Diavgeia II. In the second part, the project-based harvester collects only the financial and non- financial
decisions that are relevant to the selected project data. Initially, the project-based harvester is designed to run
on a monthly basis.
4.3.3

The general harvester

The aim of this process is to retrieve on a daily basis all the economic decisions from the Diavgeia II API, to apply
data cleansing and validation techniques and finally to semantically enrich them in order to create their
corresponding RDF graphs. The resulting files will then have to be uploaded to the OLV server for further use
(queries, etc.).
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This harvester is focused on all the economic decisions which are found in the Diavgeia II API. Specifically, these
are the following:







“B.1.3 - Commitment”
“B.2.1 - Expense Approval”
“B.2.2 - Finalized Payment”
“D.1 - Assignment of Works/Supplies/Services/Studies”
“D.2.1- Notice”
“D.2.2 - Award”

It should be noticed that the metadata of the decisions are separated into two parts: the common and the
decision specific ones. The latter are modelled differently for each decision type (despite having some common
entities). These metadata can be found in section 9.3 Appendix III. Samples of API requests and responses can
also be found in section 9.2 Appendix II.
A request is sent to the Diavgeia II API in order to retrieve the decisions (please refer to the previous section for
more information regarding the decisions) of the specified day. The decisions are retrieved in JSON format and
are transformed into “Decision” Java objects. When all the decisions are retrieved, the next step of the process,
which is their semantic enrichment, is initiated.
As already mentioned, all the metadata of the decisions are semantically enriched and transformed into RDF
triples according to the proposed Ontology. The proper Classes, Object and Datatype properties are used and
the model is iteratively built each time a decision is parsed. Once all the decisions are processed, the resulting
model is stored in the RDF/XML serialization. The final step before further use of the resulting graph (queries,
etc.) is its upload to the OpenLink Virtuoso Server (OLV). It should be noticed that due to the large amount of
data, each calendar year is set as a different graph.
4.3.3.1

Technologies

The harvester is built and dependent on a range of well-known technologies. These are the following:







4.3.3.2

Apache Jena: It is a Java framework for building Semantic Web and Linked Data applications.
Open Link Virtuoso: Provides a toolset for the communication with the OLV server.
Apache HTTP: Provides a toolset of low-level Java components focused on HTTP and associated
protocols.
Apache Commons IO: Provides utilities which assist the developing of IO functionality.
Google GSON: A Java serialization library that can convert Java Objects into JSON and back.
Jackson libraries: Used for processing JSON data format.
Joda Time: Provides a quality replacement for the Java date and time classes.
How it works

The aforementioned processes of the harvester (from the API requests to the upload of the graphs) are depicted
in the following Figure 4.
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Figure 4: the basic architecture of the Diavgeia general harvester

The harvester, at least the part performing the API requests and handling the responses, is mainly based on the
code that is available in the official repository of the Diavgeia II developers. The code has been extended as to
cover our needs.
The whole process is as simple as it is displayed in the Diagram above. Something important that needs
clarification is what happens when a VAT ID is found in a decision. In such a case, two actions may take place:
1. A query is performed on the Organizations graph in order to retrieve its existing URI, in case that this VAT
ID has already been found in the past.
2. If it is not found in the existing graph, then a request to an external validating service (http://vatid.eu)
has to be performed. Its purpose is twofold; firstly, to check the validity of the provided VAT ID and,
secondly, to retrieve any additional information regarding it. The additional information includes
whether the VAT ID refers to a Legal Entity or to a Physical Person, the legal name, address details and
the country where this entity is registered. As soon as the response is retrieved, that data is properly
handled and utilized in order to create the URI and to be transformed into triples using the appropriate
properties, as specified by the proposed Ontology.
The harvester is executed on a daily basis exactly at 00:15.
4.3.3.3

Results

Until November 2016 the general Diavgeia harvester has retrieved, stored and RDFized a considerable number
of organisations and related administrative decisions (Table 1).
Table 1: general Diavgeia harvester results (from November 2010 to November 2016)

Description
Buyers

29/12/2016

Count
18.706
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Count
406.955
6.269.062
166.435.634

The project-based harvester

The aim of this process is to retrieve all the administrative decisions (financial and non-financial) from the
Diavgeia II API which are related to each NSRF project. In order to accomplish this interconnection two different
procedures must be defined. The first is related to the matching rules that we will apply on this mapping and the
second is focused on the automated collection of those administrative decisions from the Diavgeia II API by using
these rules. Finally, we proceed to semantically enrich them in order to create their corresponding RDF
graphs. The resulting files will then have to be uploaded to the OLV server for further use (queries, etc.).
4.3.4.1

Matching NSRF with Diavgeia data

In both search rules the project-based harvester is focused on all administrative decisions (decision types and
metadata are described in Appendix I: Decisions types and metadata in Diavgeia). It should be noted that the
metadata of the decisions are separated into two parts: the common part and the decision specific part. The
latter are modelled differently for each decision type (despite having some common entities). These metadata
can be found in the Appendix 9.5. Samples of API requests and responses can also be found in the Appendix 9.4.
The process that follows is the semantic enrichment of those decisions as it was described in 4.3.3.2. The benefit
of this procedure is the interlinking between the NSRF dataset and the Greek Transparency Portal, plus the
retrieval of the related non-financial decisions. The aforementioned processes of the harvester (from the API
requests to the upload of the graphs) are depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5: the architecture of the Diavgeia project-based harvester
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Public works as parts of the NSRF public projects dataset are matched with Diavgeia decisions based on a set of
matching rules. The resulted decisions are semantically enriched according to the YDS integrated model, RDFized
and stored in order to be retrieved from Web applications.
The lack of the MIS code as metadata in Diavgeia decisions causes serious inefficiencies in the interlinking process
we described above. We are trying to overcome these inefficiencies by using a series of matching rules between
NSRF’s project data and Diavgeia’s administrative decisions. These rules are based on the input metadata that
are retrieved from NSRF Projects and the results of Name Entity Recognition (NER) described at 1.
Initially, we are working with the projects for which sellers names have been matched with their VAT number
because there is a related advanced search option in Diavgeia’s API.
The matching process is based on two criteria: (a) the title of the project and (b) the title of the project and the
seller’s VAT number (results overview are provided in Table 2).
Table 2: overview of project-based harvester results

Description

Count

Projects

12,390

Matched sellers

974

Total matched decisions

14,968

RDF triples

369,581

In criterion (a) commonly used titles have been excluded from the search results. For example, “Δημοσιεύσεις –
Ανακοινώσεις” (in English Publications – Announcements) and Προμήθεια εξοπλισμού και λογισμικού (in English
Supply of equipment and software).
Table 4 provides a more detailed depiction of project-based harvester results for the two different matching
criteria per decision type. The most common type of financial administrative decisions has proven to by “B.2.1 Expense Approval” and respectively the non-financial one is “A.2 Regulatory Act”. Also, it has been matched a
considerable number of “D.1 - Assignment of Works/ Supplies/ Services/Studies” and “E.4 Development Law
Act”.
Table 3: project-based harvester results for the two different criteria per decision type

Matching criterion

Project Title

Project Title & VAT

Count

Amount

Count

Amount

14,968
591

201.242.846,72 €
65.837.194,20 €

964
43

68.705.121,08 €
100.024,36 €

B.2.1 - Expense Approval

2437

75.867.558,12 €

413

49.415.232,51 €

B.2.2 - Finalized Payment

786

27.684.762,88 €

343

14.813.547,44 €

Related decisions
Total
B.1.3 - Commitment
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D.1 - Assignment of Works/ Supplies/
Services/Studies
D.2.1- Notice

D.2.2 - Award
A.1.1 Law
A.1.2 Legislative Content Act (Constitution
article 44, par.1)

A.2 Regulatory Act

Public
1697

6.025.831,74 €

417

19.230.404,45 €

260

6.597.095,33 €

4

2.371.403,74 €

-

B.1.1 Budget Approval

39

B.1.2 Commission Writ

66

B.3 Balance

104

B.4 Grant

25

B.5 Property Use Assignment/Transfer

2

100 General Secretary's - Special
Secretary's - Single Body's Deed
C.2 Collective Body's Work - Collective Act

52

3754

A.4 Legal Opinion

A.6 Subordinate Legislation Report

2.004.913,04 €

7

1

Council)

99

2

A.3 Circular
A.5 Proceeding Records (of the State's Legal

0221F01_Data Harvesters v2.0

2

249
342

C.3.1 Proclamation of Filling Posts

184

C.3.2 Appointed and Reserve Lists

96

C.3.3 Assignment

38

C.3.4 Contract

610

C.3.5 Agency/Bureau Alteration

21

C.3.6 - Exoneratory Discipline Ruling

-

E.1 Investment Conformity Act

9

E.2 Agreement - Development Law Acts

1

E.3 Decision for the commencement of
investment productive operation
E.4 Development Law Act

738

2.4.6.1 Land Use Acts

32

12

2

A more detailed look on the results can reveal interesting findings about the nature of public project
implementation. For instance, public projects that involve works on historical resources such as repair,
modernization and restoration of monuments are characterized by the highest administrative burden (Table 4).
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Table 4: projects related to historical resources require a high number of administrative decisions

Project title

Related
decisions

ΕΠΙΣΚΕΥΗ-ΕΚΣΥΓΧΡΟΝΙΣΜΟΣ-ΔΙΑΡΡΥΘΜΙΣΗ ΤΟΥ ΜΟΥΣΕΙΟΥ-ΒΙΒΛΙΟΘΗΚΗΣ ΣΤΡΑΤΗ
ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΙΑΔΗ TERIADE ΚΑΙ ΠΡΟΣΘΗΚΗ ΚΑΤ' ΕΠΕΚΤΑΣΗ ΙΣΟΓΕΙΟΥ ΚΑΙ ΥΠΟΓΕΙΟΥ ΧΩΡΟΥ
ΑΠΟΚΑΤΑΣΤΑΣΗ ΜΝΗΜΕΙΩΝ ΚΑΣΤΡΟΥ ΜΥΤΙΛΗΝΗΣ
ΑΝΤΙΜΕΤΩΠΙΣΗ ΕΤΟΙΜΟΡΡΟΠΙΑΣ ΚΑΙ ΑΠΟΚΑΤΑΣΤΑΣΗ ΕΥΣΤΑΘΕΙΑΣ ΤΟΥ ΜΙΝΑΡΕ ΤΟΥ
ΜΕΤΖΗΤΙΕ ΤΖΑΜΙΟΥ ΣΤΗΝ ΠΟΛΗ ΤΗΣ ΧΙΟΥ
ΑΠΟΚΑΤΑΣΤΑΣΗ ΚΑΙ ΔΙΑΡΡΥΘΜΙΣΗ ΔΙΑΤΗΡΗΤΕΟΥ ΚΤΗΡΙΟΥ ΣΤΗ ΜΥΡΙΝΑ ΛΗΜΝΟΥ
ΙΔΙΟΚΤΗΣΙΑΣ ΔΗΜΟΥ ΜΥΡΙΝΑΣ(ΠΡΩΗΝ ΟΙΚΙΑ ΣΑΧΤΟΥΡΗ)
ΕΝΟΠΟΙΗΣΗ ΑΡΧΑΙΟΛΟΓΙΚΩΝ ΧΩΡΩΝ ΤΗΣ ΠΟΛΗΣ ΤΗΣ ΜΥΤΙΛΗΝΗΣ
ΑΠΟΚΑΤΑΣΤΑΣΗ ΚΑΙ ΑΝΑΔΕΙΞΗ ΤΟΥ ΜΕΣΑΙΩΝΙΚΟΥ ΚΑΣΤΡΟΥ ΥΠΑΤΗΣ Ν. ΦΘΙΩΤΙΔΑΣ

1.006
669
513
445
362
351

In this context, the matched data will be further explored and analysed by the YDS platform users.
4.3.4.2

Technologies

The harvester is built and dependent on a range of well-known technologies. These are the following:
● Apache Jena: It is a Java framework for building Semantic Web and Linked Data applications.
● Open Link Virtuoso: Provides a toolset for the communication with the OLV server.
● Apache Maven: Apache Maven is a software project management and comprehension tool. Based on
the concept of a project object model (POM), Maven can manage a project's build, reporting and
documentation from a central piece of information.
● Spring Framework: Spring framework is an open source Java platform that provides comprehensive
infrastructure support for developing robust Java applications very easily and very rapidly
● Hibernate: Hibernate is a high-performance Object/Relational persistence and query service. Hibernate
takes care of the mapping from Java classes to database tables (and from Java data types to SQL data
types). It also provides data query and retrieval facilities
● Apache HTTP: Provides a toolset of low-level Java components focused on HTTP and associated
protocols.
● Apache Commons IO: Provides utilities which assist the developing of IO functionality.
● Google GSON: A Java serialization library that can convert Java Objects into JSON and back.
● Jackson libraries: Used for processing JSON data format.
● Joda Time: Provides a quality replacement for the Java date and time classes.
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5 Pilot 2: Tracking Development Aid in the Netherlands
The Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs is supporting many development projects across a broad range of countries,
but has recently announced that it will cut Dutch Official Development Assistance (ODA) by 50% from 2015. The
ministry also decided that at the same time it would be keen to support new projects that provide a RΟΙ for the
Dutch economy and work with particularly innovative methods. Accordingly, Dutch as well as local development
NGOs are protesting. They argue that crucial humanitarian projects will come to a premature end, thus
invalidating experiences and efforts built up over long time periods. This debate has attracted the attention of a
team of Dutch journalists. They want to find answers to the following questions:







How much money have the Netherlands spent on development projects over the last decade?
Which organizations were the beneficiaries of the money? How, if at all, did they redistribute it to subgrantees? Into which specific projects was the money invested?
How successful were the projects to date? What are the lessons learned?
What was the effect of Dutch development spending on the domestic Dutch economy?
Was the value created commensurate with the spending?
Can the Netherlands afford the current and new levels of ODA?

Tracking every single flow channel and understanding the overall impact on the Dutch economy is anything but
trivial, which is our initial effort will focus on a subset of the data, as well as a subset of the questions we need
to answer.
Having learned from our Pilot 2 discussions that EJC is on its way to establish a news agency in Zimbabwe, we
agreed to focus our early data analysis efforts on this south-African country, and try to extract as much
information as possible from its economic relations with the Netherlands. In the envisioned data journalism
scenario, we assume the user would like to query YDS data for information related to the Netherlands' ODA and
Bilateral Trade relations with Zimbabwe. More specifically, we have identified a number of questions, based on
the more general ones, that would drive a potential analysis:








How much did the NL spend on ODA related to Zimbabwe, e.g. in the time frame 2008-2012?
What sectors was this money spent on (e.g., human rights, infrastructure, health, etc.) and in which
relation (e.g., was there a focus on health, or did all sectors get the same?)?
Who actually received the money (e.g., the Zimbabwean government, local NGOs, Dutch NGOs,
international organizations)?
What kind of specific actions were implemented?
How did NL's trade relations with Zimbabwe develop during the same time frame?
How did Zimbabwe's economy develop during the same time frame?
Can we compare NL ODA and trade relations of Zimbabwe with another country, e.g. Denmark, Sweden,
or the United Nations?

The objective would be to learn who exactly benefited from the Dutch interventions in Zimbabwe so the
journalist could further:
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Look for any correlations and causations between NL ODA and the country's development;
Investigate the success (or lack thereof) of individual actions (this would be outside the data realm and
would essentially mean calling the beneficiary organizations as well as the NL government and ask for
progress reports etc.);
Look for any conspicuous things and investigate them further (again, likely outside the data realm);
Visualize findings as appropriate (charts, maps etc.);
If possible, draw comparisons with other countries or the United Nations.

Important updates with respect to D3.6
After having successfully established a basis in D3.6 Data Harvesters v1.0 for all future data harvesting efforts,
the focus shifted from discovering new domains to exploring the possibilities to enrich and give more depth to
the existing data. As relevant facts and statistics could expand the scope of information attached to the data, the
goal was to provide more context to the Dutch Official Development Assistance (ODA) and International Trade
datasets. Extensive research resulted in data that makes interpreting the provided information and, thus,
drawing conclusions and gaining knowledge, easier.
First of all, to give more context to the story of Dutch interventions in Zimbabwe, the ODA data for Zimbabwe
was added, where Zimbabwe itself is the funding beneficiary. This data provides insight into the funds Zimbabwe
receives (and their purpose) from developed countries around the world and makes it comparable with the
development aid given by the Netherlands. It also shows the impact of the cuts in official development assistance
by the Dutch government on the Zimbabwean economy. We then broadened the scope of the exercise by
including the data about the international trade activities between Zimbabwe and the rest of the world.
Second, additional information about the countries, as one of the key agent types in the YDS datasets, was added.
The countries were enriched with various statistics including geographic, economic and demographic data.
Different sources were included such as DBpedia10, The CIA World Factbook11, the World Bank’s World
Development Indicators (WDI)12 and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations
Geopolitical Ontology13. Each of these datasets was converted to the RDF format and interlinked with the existing
countries data.
Finally, special attention was given to the other important agent type, i.e. organizations. Organizations were
previously described only by a string indicating the name. As having more information about the actors that
physically carry out the aid activities could prove crucial to a journalist’s story, we considered possibilities for
making such data more detailed. More specifically, we looked into OpenCorporates14, the world’s largest
repository of publicly available information from the databases of national chambers of commerce and business
registers, from all over the world.
The above-mentioned data sources and the corresponding new ETL pipelines are described further below. All
updates with respect to existing pipelines (as a consequence of modelling decisions, data quality improvement

10

http://dbpedia.org
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
12 http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators
13 http://www.fao.org/countryprofiles/geoinfo/en/
14 https://opencorporates.com
11
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actions and performance optimizations) have also been integrated in the report to reflect the changes on the
server.

Data sources
5.2.1

Official Development Assistance

In our initial plans, we highlighted OpenAid.nl15 as a potential (and natural) data source. This transparency portal
hosts every development cooperation activity supported by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs in recent years
and enables finding the activities in specific countries or regions, in sectors or by implementing organization.
Unfortunately, at the time of analysis, although the portal did support machine-readable (CSV) exports, some
rather crucial pieces of information were not being provided in those exports, including the activity budgets. It
is worth noting that the updated version of the portal, at the time of writing this deliverable, does provide much
detailed information on individual ODA projects, but fails to provide any kind of machine-readable export format.
The state of affairs left us with only two realistic possibilities – scraping the web pages generating the reports of
interest, or finding an alternate data source. Luckily, careful inspection revealed OpenAid.nl was relying on the
International Aid Transparency Initiative16 as the original data source. IATI is a voluntary, multi-stakeholder
initiative that seeks to improve the transparency of aid, development, and humanitarian resources in order to
increase their effectiveness in tackling poverty. At the center of IATI is the IATI Standard17, a format and
framework for publishing data on development cooperation activities, intended to be used by all organizations
in development, including government donors, private sector organizations, and national and international
NGOs. It was designed in close consultation with key users of development cooperation data in developing
countries, to ensure its relevance and utility for a variety of different data users.
Organizations implement IATI by publishing their aid information in IATI’s agreed electronic format (XML) –
usually on their website – before linking it to the IATI Registry. The Registry acts as an online catalogue and index
of links to all of the raw data published to the IATI Standard. Most importantly, the data is provided via an API.
The following call fetches all Dutch ODA projects in Zimbabwe in CSV format:

http://datastore.iatistandard.org//api/1/access/activity.csv?reporting-org=NL-1&recipient-country=ZW&stream=True

This allowed us to automatically ingest the latest data in a machine-readable format and process it further, in
order to align it with the YDS data model. A metadata analysis of the response is given in
Appendix VI: NL to ZW ODA metadata.

15

http://openaid.nl
http://www.aidtransparency.net
17 http://iatistandard.org
16
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International trade

For the international trade data, we decided to rely on the Atlas of Economic Complexity18. The Atlas is a powerful
interactive tool that enables users to visualize a country’s total trade, track how these dynamics change over
time and explore growth opportunities for more than a hundred countries worldwide.
The Atlas is used by investors, entrepreneurs, policymakers, students and the general public to better
understand the competitive landscape of countries around the globe. For any given country, The Atlas shows
which products are produced and exported; it can then use this information to suggest products a country
could begin manufacturing in order to fuel economic growth. As a dynamic resource, it is continually evolving
with new data and features to help analyze economic growth and development. Surprisingly enough, the
solution hosted by Harvard University did not offer machine-readable data, but the one hosted by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology19 did (again, as CSVs). The structure of a sample dataset is rather simple,
as it involves only the code and the label of the commodity being traded, and the trade value (as shown in
Appendix VII: NL & ZW bilateral trade metadata).
5.2.3

Countries

Lying at the core of the Linked Open Data Cloud, DBpedia is widely considered the most popular knowledge base
on the Web of Data. The DBpedia project is a community effort aiming to extract structured content from its
crowdsourced, unstructured, counterpart, the Wikipedia project. The entire, multilingual dataset contains
billions of triples. In our harvesting and interlinking efforts, however, we focused only on the data related to
countries, provided in English.
The CIA World Factbook provides information on the history, people, government, economy, geography,
communications, transportation, military, and transnational issues for 267 world entities. The publicly available
information is semi-structured and often inconsistent, making automatic harvesting difficult. We, however,
focused our efforts only on a subset of the Factbook pages, with most value to our existing data, namely, the
information about major industries, natural resources and agricultural products per country. To ensure the
highest quality output, the data was processed semi-automatically. First, it was scraped from the official website
to CSV using the Scraper extension for Google Chrome, then cleaned-up manually, and finally converted to RDF
and linked to the existing country descriptions.
The World Bank’s World Development Indicators are the primary World Bank collection of development
indicators, compiled from officially-recognized international sources. It presents the most current and accurate
global development data available, and includes national, regional and global estimates. The relevant data was
provided via an API, and further enriched by interlinking the collection with the official World Bank code list.
The Food and Agriculture Organization’s Geopolitical Ontology and related services have been developed to
facilitate data exchange and sharing in a standardized manner among systems managing information about
countries and/or regions. The ontology ensures that FAO and associated partners can rely on a master reference
for geopolitical information, as it manages names in multiple languages (English, French, Spanish, Arabic,
Chinese, Russian and Italian); maps standard coding systems (UN, ISO, FAOSTAT, AGROVOC, etc.); provides
relations among territories (land borders, group membership, etc.); and tracks historical changes. Integrating the
18
19

http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu
http://atlas.media.mit.edu
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dataset was straightforward, as the data was already provided as RDF. Furthermore, interlinking with other
datasets was also easy, as the ontology provides the corresponding DBpedia identifiers for every country. Some
manual clean-up was performed for quality assurance and increasing the overall added value. The data about
countries was further supported by additional taxonomies/code lists, as outlined in Section 5.2.5.
5.2.4

Organizations

Non-proprietary access to information about organizations has traditionally been limited to a single country. The
goal of the OpenCorporates initiative is to change that, and provide a URL for every company in the world.
OpenCorporates are also gradually importing government data relating to companies, and trying to match it to
specific companies. Going from 3 territories and a few million companies to over 115 jurisdictions and 110 million
companies, the platform has grown to become the most important source of corporate information on the Web.
Most importantly, the data is provided as Linked Open Data, and aligned with the European Commission
supported Core Business vocabulary20, a simplified, reusable and extensible data model that captures the
fundamental characteristics of a legal entity, such as the legal name, the activity, and the address.
5.2.5

Supporting taxonomies

Driven by the “things, not strings” Linked Open Data mantra, we made a firm decision to provide detailed
metadata regarding all codes appearing in our data sources so as to provide the actual data with more context.
We identified a total of fourteen relevant code lists:








Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) Common Reporting Standard (CRS;
an information standard for automatic exchange of information, developed in the context of the OECD)21
World Customs Organization’s (WCO) Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (HS; an
internationally standardized system of names and numbers to classify traded products)22
World Development Indicators (WDI; a collection of development indicators used by the World Bank)23
ISO 3166-1 Country codes24
ISO 4217 Currency codes 25
ISO 639 language codes26
IATI code lists
o Organization types27
o Aid types28
o Transaction types29
o Collaboration types30

20

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/core_business/
http://www.oecd.org/ctp/exchange-of-tax-information/automatic-exchange-of-financial-account-information.htm
22 http://www.wcoomd.org/en/topics/nomenclature/instrument-and-tools/hs_convention.aspx
23 http://databank.worldbank.org/data/reports.aspx?source=world-development-indicators#
24 http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes
25 http://www.iso.org/iso/currency_codes
26 http://www.iso.org/iso/language_codes
27 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/OrganisationType
28 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/AidType
29 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/TransactionType
30 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/CollaborationType
21
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Flow types31
Finance types32
Activity status types33
Developing regions34

This approach gives us much more flexibility and control over our data, in addition to enrichment capabilities
(e.g. linking country codes to relevant DBpedia descriptions). All code lists are modelled as
skos:ConceptScheme’s.
The WDI, currency, language and developing regions code lists were introduced primarily to enrich and provide
more context about the existing data about countries, as mentioned earlier.

Description of the applications
5.3.1

Unified Views

The advent of Linked Data accelerates the evolution of the Web into an exponentially growing information space
where the unprecedented volume of RDF data offers consumers a level of information integration that has, up
to now, not been possible. Along with this revolution, the number of possible operations within the Linked Data
life cycle, and the tools that make such operations possible, are also growing by the day. Bringing all of them
together, and in the correct order, filling the gaps between them, ensuring quality and being able to do all of this
in the form of a customizable, reusable and schedulable process has become vital for both small and large, oneoff and repetitive data management tasks.
To take care of the above described need, Pilot 2 relies on UnifiedViews35, an open source, Java-based ExtractTransform-Load (ETL) framework, spawned from the LOD2 EU FP736 project (and being actively improved by
TenForce ever since) that allows users - publishers, consumers, or analysts - to define, execute, monitor, debug,
schedule, and share RDF data processing tasks. The data processing tasks may use custom plugins created by
users. UnifiedViews differs from other ETL frameworks by natively supporting RDF data and ontologies. The tool
has a graphical user interface for the administration, debugging, and monitoring of ETL processes (Picture 4).

31

http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/FlowType
http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/FinanceType
33 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/ActivityStatus
34 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/Region/
35 https://github.com/UnifiedViews/Core
36 http://lod2.eu
32
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Picture 4: UnifiedViews

UnifiedViews, allows users to create custom Data Processing Units (DPUs). This powerful mechanism allows them
to easily wrap any Linked Data tool as a DPU. Moreover, data processing task can be easily arranged and adjusted
using a graphical user interface.
As already mentioned, the tool also takes care of task scheduling, while providing notifications about errors
related to task execution and even daily summaries/reports about the actual status and progress. Furthermore,
debugging is also possible – all RDF inputs to and RDF outputs from any DPU can be browsed and queried (via
SPARQL). Finally, DPUs, configurations of DPUs, and tasks can also be shared with other users, as needed. The
output is always dumped to both the file system and the YDS server Virtuoso instance.
5.3.2

LODRefine

As discussed before, the only information provided by IATI about the ODA activity implementing organizations is
a simple string describing the name of the organization. In hope of being able to learn more, we introduced
OpenCorporates (OC). Still, as the identifying information per organization is rather limited, matching the data
against the OC database requires human supervision.
OpenCorporates does not offer full database dumps. Instead, an API is provided, but, with certain usage limits,
unless an API key is acquired. The key is either offered for free to projects publishing open data under the same
open license conditions as the rest of OpenCorporates, or for a fee for other purposes. As the DCAT-AP compliant
approach to cataloging and describing data sets in YDS allows YourDataStories to publish any OpenCorporates
related data under the same license, the API key was provided by OC to YDS at no cost.
To further speed up the interlinking efforts, OpenCorporates provides a reconciliation service for OpenRefine 37,
a powerful, open-source solution for cleaning messy data, transforming it from one format into another,
extending it with web services, and linking it to databases. We used this opportunity to introduce another tool
from the LOD2 Tool Stack, LODRefine38, an OpenRefine derivative developed within the framework of the LOD2

37
38

http://openrefine.org
https://github.com/sparkica/LODRefine
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project, which adds integrated support for RDF, making the transition from tabular to linked data easier (Picture
5).

Picture 5: LODRefine

5.3.3

OpenCorporates Java Harvester

The output of the reconciliation process described above is a set of pairs (YDS organization URI, OC organization
URI), which then needs to be processed to fetch the actual data about each of the individual organizations from
the OC database. A custom, simple Java harvester built for this purpose walks through the file and retrieves the
RDF descriptions of the individual organizations, dumping the output to disk.

The data harvesting process
5.4.1

Taxonomies

Each data source, including the code lists, is treated as a separate ETL process and, as such, assigned a separate
UnifiedViews pipeline. Flat taxonomies, such as the IATI code lists, result in less complex pipelines (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: UnifiedViews pipeline for the IATI Aid code list

The uv-e-filesDownload data processing unit downloads the input file from a local or remote location and makes
it available to other DPUs in the pipeline. uv-t-tabular transforms the CSV file to RDF, picking a key column to
build the resource/subject URIs (of type skos:Concept), mapping the other columns to corresponding RDF
properties, and column values to objects in the resulting triples. The output of the DPU is an RDF graph, letting
us perform SPARQL Update (uv-t-sparqlUpdate) queries on it, create a skos:ConceptScheme, and link the
previously created concepts to an actual scheme. The taxonomy can then be both dumped to a .ttl file (uv-trdfToFiles, then uv-l-filesUpload) or uploaded to the triple store (uv-l-rdfToVirtuoso). It is worth mentioning that
data and taxonomies are stored in separate graphs.
The more complex taxonomies, with hierarchical ordering of relevant concepts, require more effort. For instance,
the HS code list has four levels of hierarchy, and requires some extra work and additional manipulations, to be
expressed appropriately in RDF (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: UnifiedViews pipeline for the HS code list

5.4.2

Official Development Assistance

The complexity rises significantly in the data harvesting and transformation pipelines, as the output graph is
expected to be much more verbose than those of the above-mentioned SKOS taxonomies. Take, for example,
the following structure, linking a single aid activity to the corresponding beneficiary:
<http://linkedeconomy.org/resource/AidActivity/NL-1-PPR-24653>
elod:beneficiary
[

a <http://www.w3.org/ns/org#Organization> , <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Organization>

,
<http://purl.org/goodrelations/v1#BusinessEntity> ,
<http://www.w3.org/ns/regorg#RegisteredOrganization> ;
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name> "HIVOS";
<http://linkedeconomy.org/ontology#refCode> "22000";
<http://www.w3.org/ns/regorg#orgType>
<http://linkedeconomy.org/resource/Taxonomy/IATI/OrganisationType/22> ;

]

It is obvious that the above structure cannot be preserved through a simple subject-predicate-object mapping.
In other words, we need to map different parts of our input CSV structure to separate parts of the graph, and to
do that, we need to merge multiple inputs/pipelines (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: UnifiedViews pipeline for the ODA-NL data v2.0

The pipeline ingests multiple inputs through different uv-e-filesDownload DPUs, including the appropriate
(previously converted) code lists, and constructs a merged RDF graph. Two different paths in this pipeline can be
clearly distinguished. The one on the left-hand side fetches all projects, binds all the appropriate information to
them (i.e. concepts identified in the code lists), inserts and connects the necessary nodes, and removes (i.e.
cleans up) the dummy ones. The other path retrieves all the benefactors and beneficiaries, and adds
accompanying data such as the organization and country before cleaning the placeholder data. The outputs of
both pipelines are then merged into one graph, the automatically constructed URIs processed to ensure Web
compliance, and the final output uploaded to the triple store (and dumped to disk).
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Additionally, through a separate API call, we fetch the individual transaction data per activity. The data is
transformed to RDF, aligned with the YDS Data Model and linked to the corresponding official development
assistance activities in a separate pipeline (Figure 9). It is worth noting that we are only interested in the
individual transactions of the aid activities funded by the Dutch government. For this and performance reasons,
we do not include the transactions of aid activities funded by other parties in Zimbabwe.

Figure 9: UnifiedViews pipeline for the ODA-NL transaction data

5.4.3

International trade

A similar approach is used for the international trade data (Figure 10), with the major difference being the
segmentation of data/pipelines per year, for performance reasons. First, two separate uv-e-filesDownload DPUs
fetch the same input file. One is used to map the trade activities and the other one maps the different types of
amounts such as percentages or currencies. These are then combined to form a single graph using a uv-trdfMerger DPU. This procedure greatly simplifies the diagram (e.g. each year of trade data is dealt with by a
separate pipeline). Moreover, import and export activities are treated through separate pipelines in order to
simplify processing and optimize resource utilization.
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Figure 10: UnifiedViews pipeline for the international trade data v2.0

Another pipeline then gathers all these individual trade graphs and merges them into one (Figure 11). The same
approach is applied to both the NL and ZW trade files.

Figure 11: UnifiedViews pipeline for the international trade data

5.4.4

World Development Indicators

The pipeline depicted in Figure 12 converts the World Development Indicators (WDI) data provided by the World
Bank and links them to the corresponding countries in our triple store. The World Development Indicators
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ranging from the year 2009 until 2012 (aligned with the availability of the international trade data) were
downloaded from the World Bank DataBank in CSV format.39 As earlier, due to performance issues related to
large graphs in the UnifiedViews’ underlying RDF engine, Sesame, a file for each year is ingested in a separate
pipeline. Following this limitation, pre-processing was applied to reduce the size of the input files. For example,
entries with missing or incomplete information were removed from the files.
Two code lists are imported: one describing countries and their corresponding ISO 3166-1 codes, and the other
containing the descriptions of all indicators. The pipeline first transforms the WDI CSV file to RDF, then adds the
financial year. Several successive uv-t-sparqlUpdate DPUs transform the data further, by differentiating between
indicators that represent percentages and other numerical indicators, and the indicators that represent currency
values. The two previously created code lists are then merged to create one RDF graph. More uv-t-sparqlUpdate
DPUs are added for cleanup and data quality assurance.

Figure 12: UnifiedViews pipeline for the WDI data

5.4.5

OpenCorporates

As described earlier, LODRefine allowed us to map the organizations from the Dutch ODA and Zimbabwean ODA
to the ones from the OpenCorporates database using the provided OpenCorporates Reconciliation API. The
mapping results are dumped to a CSV file, which is picked up by the Java harvester. The final output is then
uploaded to a separate graph in the YDS triple store, and interlinked with the original organization identifiers.
This process is also depicted in the figure below (Picture 6).

39

http://databank.worldbank.org/data/reports.aspx?source=world-development-indicators#
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Picture 6: OpenCorporates Java Harvesting workflow

Summary
The following Table 5 gives an overview of the number of RDF triples per Virtuoso graph, as the final result of the
Pilot 2 harvesting efforts.
Table 5: pilot 2 triple count

Graph
http://yourdatastories.eu/WDI

Triple count
3,816,489

http://yourdatastories.eu/OpenCorporates

10,103

http://yourdatastories.eu/WorldFactbook

8,606

http://yourdatastories.eu/taxonomies

180,695

http://yourdatastories.eu/trade/ZW

2,112,174

http://yourdatastories.eu/trade/NL

17,816,427

http://yourdatastories.eu/ODA/ZW

139,700

http://yourdatastories.eu/ODA/NL

668,919

http://yourdatastories.eu/countries

8657

http://yourdatastories.eu/regions

236

All Pilot 2 UnifiedViews pipelines (with accompanying DPU data, excluding triple store access credentials), as well
as the custom Java harvester code, have been exported and made publicly available in the YDS Pilot 2 GitHub
repository40.

40

https://github.com/YourDataStories/Pilot2-harvesters
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6 Pilot 3: Cross-Europe Financial Comparability
The aim of this pilot is to show the benefits from enabling the comparability of financial data across the EU
member-states.

The Tenders Europe electronic daily (TED) Harvester
6.1.1 Harvesting and storing the data
The main database that have been created for this harvester stores all the available information related to public
procurement notices and award notices as they appear in the Tenders Electronic Daily (TED) provided by the
Directorate-General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs through the EU data portal41.

Figure 13: the architecture of the Tenders project-based harvester

The EU TED data are retrieved from the EU data portal and stored in a database. Retrieved organisations (buyers
and sellers) are not uniquely identified by any kind of shared identifiers. Thus, a set of state-of-the-art Name
Entity Recognition techniques are employed and the corresponding results are semantically enriched, RDFized
and stored.
6.1.1.1 Database architecture
A lightweight MySQL architecture has been selected in order to facilitate a series of issues on data format,
encoding and processing, such as Name Entity Matching. Also, it gives the power to its user to retrieve
information about TED data via SQL queries.
The table named “Notices2006” contains information which is included in a CSV file with name “TED – Contract
notices 2006”, as has been retrieved from Tenders Electronic Daily (TED). In the same direction, the rest of the
database tables contain information which is included in CSV files with similar names (as shown Figure 14).
Database tables are divided into two groups:



Notices group contains database tables which include information about TED notices and their names
starts with string “Notices”.
Award notices group contains database tables which include information about TED award notices and
their names starts with string “AwardNotices”.

6.1.1.2 Data update
In order to update the ‘ted’ database with new data every year, the follow steps are necessary:
1. Download from the European Data Portal the CSV files for notices and award notices of the previous
year.
41

https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/ted-csv
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Upload these CSV files the the server directory of the ‘ted’ database.
Create tables in a similar fashion of the existing tables per year
Connect as root to the ‘ted’ database via MySQL monitor
Run the command below:
LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE '{DirectoryOfCSVFile}' INTO TABLE {NameOfTableWhichWillHostData} FIELDS
TERMINATED BY ',' ENCLOSED BY '"' LINES TERMINATED BY '\n;

Figure 14: main tables and connections of the TED database schema

6.1.1.3 Descriptive statistics
Notices and award notices combined are almost 6 million, issued by 642.359 public authorities and delivered by
more than 2 million sellers. These numbers regarding organisations are expected to be lower after name entity
matching. Also, some notices are related to more than one award notices and that is why there is more of them
(Table 6).
Table 6: descriptive statistics for EU Tenders data

Country

Notices

Award notices

Buyers

Sellers

EU Countries

1.640.996

4.287.115

642.359

2.037.866
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As it was expected, big European countries issue the highest number of notices and award notices (see table
below). Moreover, raw data should be further examined since we have found some notices and award notices
with abnormally high prices (Table 7).
Table 7: EU countries that issue the highest number of notices

Country

Notices

Award notices

Buyers

Sellers

FR

431.770

1.199.603

218.123

520.690

PL

176.607

997.541

26.394

265.935

UK

114.299

290.423

57.337

179.406

DE

213.520

290.956

63.286

157.393

IT

91.478

180.133

47.073

94.146

ES

93.322

198.991

37.164

91.059

BG

18.854

68.399

10.899

42.790

RO

38.418

160.304

17.213

41.814

6.1.2 Named Entity Recognition
In the case of TED data, as in pilots 1 and 2, it is important to have a number that uniquely identifies (and if
possible to be publicly shared by official authorities such as a company number) the private and public
organizations (buyers and sellers of public procurement) that are involved in public procurement and subsidies
in Europe in order to provide a unified view of the where the public money goes. First, we match the VAT
registration numbers of the buyers and sellers from Greece. We also match buyers and sellers ogranisations
names from Ireland. In the next versions, we plan to extend matching sellers names to more European countries.
An indicative raw data extract for the Greek case follows:
Buyers:
name
address
Postal code
year
VAT
Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι
Αθηνών-Πειραιώς (ΗΣΑΠ) ΑΕ
Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι
Αθηνών-Πειραιώς Α.Ε
Δήμος Σητείας Ν. Λασιθίου
Δήμος Σητείας Νομού Λασιθίου
Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι
Αθηνών-Πειραιώς (ΗΣΑΠ) ΑΕ

Αθηνάς 67

105 52

2006

?

Αθηνάς 67

105 52

2006

?

Πατριάρχου Βαρθολομαίου 9

72 300

2008

?

Πατριάρχου Βαρθολομαίου αριθμ.9

72300

2009

?

Αθηνάς 67

105 52

2006

?

VAT

Sellers:
name

address

Postal code

year

ALTEC Ολοκληρωμένα Συστήματα Πληροφορικής Α.Ε

Πάτμου 12,
Μαρούσι

151 23

2015

ALTEC Ολοκληρωμένα Συστήματα Πληροφορικής Α.Ε.

Πάτμου 12

151 23

2015

?

Altec Ολοκληρωμένα Συστήματα Πληροφορικής ΑΕ

Πάτμου 12

151 23

2015

?
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?
Πάτμου 12

146 71

2015

6.1.2.1 Matching process
Column NAME is cleaned from characters of small to zero importance like {. “”, <<} and then is prepared for exact
Apache Lucene matching (all of the terms of the string to be included in result) e.g. Ο.Α.Σ.Π. --> ΟΑΣΠ.
Then, cleaned NAME is stripped of all blank spaces in order to prepare concatenation of all characters and
perform phrase query.
The two new fields are also created on CouchDΒ database to enhance matching scores. So, we will try to match
a cleaned name from a CSV with a cleaned name from the Diavgeia DΒ (this database has been created through
the Diavgeia general harvester – see 4.3.3) and a concatenated name from the CSV with a concatenated name
in the Diavgeia DΒ. Furthermore, we extract the organization type {LTD, PLC etc.} that can be used two ways: 1)
narrowing the matching, 2) validating the result.
First, an exact match is performed and the top result is returned. If no results are found, then a fuzzy match is
performed with a coefficient of 0.6 and, again, the top result is returned. Along with the VAT number, two metrics
are also returned: the first one is a score based on the difference between the keyword given and the result
found in terms of word count. These rules try to identify if there has been a use of company’s commercial title
in one case and not in another or if a person’s father’s name is missing. The second one, for example, weakens
the validity of our result, so the score is less. Scores are given on a scale of {0,5,8,9,10}. The second metric is the
similarity of the whole phrase. In this case, scores are given on a scale of 0 up to 100. In the case of Ireland, we
have only performed internal matching to remove duplicates
The Validation process incorporates a manual combination of multiple criteria selected from the following list:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Token Score
String Similarity
Correct Vat length
Address
Auxiliary Sources
Previous matched Datasets
Organization type

The next steps for improving algorithm’s performance involve:
Ireland:
● Connect with external sources (e.g. OpenCorporates) and get official name, VAT or any other
identification number
Greece:
● Use Organization Types for narrowing search and for validation
● Use of address
● Use of auxiliary sources for better performance in buyers

The aforementioned process is further elaborated in the following subsections through step-by-step
examples.
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Matching Sellers names from Greece

Distinct names
Names are ordered and become distinct by name.
Cleansing name string
We remove characters that may confuse the matching algorithm. For example:
id

name

cleaned name

2061272

Ένωση: ΕΑΙΤΥ, ΕΠΙΣΕΥ, ΟΠΑ, KPMG

Ενωση ΕΑΙΤΥ ΕΠΙΣΕΥ ΟΠΑ KPMG

2075188

Multirama Α.Ε.Β.Ε.

Multirama ΑΕΒΕ

Organisation type
To improve matching results and reduce the search dataset we have tested to extract the organization type
from the string. In the next versions, this feature will be further exploited. For example:
id

name

Org type

Match name

Match Org Type

2075188

Hellamco AE

AE

HELLAMCO ΑΕ

AE

2081562

ENCO ΕΠΕ

ΕΠΕ

ENCO ΕΠΕ

ΕΠΕ

Best exact match
In the first attempt, we ensure that every token of the (cleaned) input string is included in the result, e.g.:
id

search term

result

3398794

ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS AE

ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS ΑΕ

3796022

ΑΠΣΙ ΠΙΝΔΟΣ

ΑΠΣΙ Η ΠΙΝΔΟΣ

3663316

ΩΜΕΓΑ Ε.Π.Ε.

ΩΜΕΓΑ ΕΠΕ

Best fuzzy match
In case of no result in the previous step (step 4) we perform phrase querying with a concatenated version of the
string (a concatenated version of the strings is maintained in our records). We accept the result if the strings are
at least 60% similar. The result, if any, is subjected to validation control along with all the insecure match results,
e.g.:
search term

result

ΑββοττLaboratories(Hellas)ΑΕΒΕ

ΑΒΒΟΤLABORATORIES

Extra fields matching (address)
Other fields of interest that could be used to enhance matching is the address of the seller, and will be used in
the next versions, e.g.:
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Validation
Validation is performed manually at this moment by combining the metrics (token score and similarity score)
explained below in summary, e.g.:
id

name

match name

token score

similarity

valid

2045764

ARMAOS A.E.
ΕΠΙΣΤΗΜΟΝΙΚΕΣ
ΕΠΙΧΕΙΡΗΣΕΙΣ Ε.Π.Ε.

ARMAOS ΑΕ
ΕΠΙΣΤΗΜΟΝΙΚΕΣ ΕΠΙΧΕΙΡΗΣΕΙΣ
ΕΠΕ

8

100

yes

10

100

yes

Παππάς και Σια Ε.Ε.

ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΣ ΠΑΠΠΑΣ ΣΙΑ ΕΕ

8

41

Needs
check

2048793
3825084

In next versions, we are planning to use the address and the organization type to increase the performance of
the algorithm.
6.1.2.1.2

Matching buyer names from Greece

Distinct names
We created clusters to group names that represent the same entities. This included exact same names or names
that are alike. For example:
name
Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι Αθηνών - Πειραιώς ΑΕ
Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι Αθηνών Πειραιώς ΑΕ
Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι Αθηνών-Πειραιώς
(ΗΣΑΠ) ΑΕ

cluster
1048-Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι Αθηνών-Πειραιώς
Α.Ε
1048-Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι Αθηνών-Πειραιώς
Α.Ε
1048-Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι Αθηνών-Πειραιώς
Α.Ε

Cleansing name string
String is cleaned of special characters that may confuse the matching algorithm. For example:
name

cleaned name

Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι Αθηνών-Πειραιώς Α.Ε

Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι Αθηνών Πειραιώς ΑΕ

Best exact match
Our first attempt is focused to ensure that every token of the (cleaned) input string is included in the result, e.g.
code
1071634
647023

search term

result

Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι ΑθηνώνΠειραιώς Α.Ε
Εγνατία Οδός Α.Ε.

Ηλεκτρικοί Σιδηρόδρομοι Αθηνών-Πειραιώς
Α.Ε
Εγνατία Οδός Α.Ε.

Best fuzzy match
This step has not yet been explored for buyers.
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Manual matching
In order to enrich our understanding about the examined dataset we devoted a considerable amount of time to
manual Google search and matching with the Diavgeia DB for the non-matched data. This process has helped us
to design our next steps in named entity recognition.
Validation
Validation for buyers is performed manually at this version, checking Google and websites related to public
administration.
In next versions, we are planning to further exploit:
●
●
●

the address and the organization type as an extra matching factor.
similarity metrics for buyers as in sellers
Organization Type

6.1.2.1.3

Matching seller names from Ireland

Distinct names
We created clusters to group names that have been identified to represent the same entities. The current version
includes exact same names or names that were alike. For example:
Id

Name

Id-Cluster

Name-Cluster

2734190

Michael McNamara & Co

2437364

Michael McNamara Co Ltd

2437364

Michael McNamara & Co Ltd

2437364

Michael McNamara Co Ltd

2437371

Michael McNamara & Co.

2437364

Michael McNamara Co Ltd

Cleansing name string
The name string is cleaned of special characters that may confuse the matching algorithm. For example:

6.1.2.1.4

name

name cleaned

Michael McNamara & Co Ltd

Michael McNamara Co Ltd

Michael Redmond & Co. Ltd

Michael Redmond Co Ltd

Matching buyer names from Ireland

Distinct names
We created clusters to group names that have been identified to represent the same entities. This included exact
same names or names that were alike. For example:
id

name

Id-Cluster

658939

Abbey Theatre Amharclann na Mainistreach

658939

866532

Abbey Theatre Amharclann na Mainistreach

658939

598783

An Garda Síochána, Finance & Procurement

598783

1025415

An Garda Síochána, Finance & Procurement

598783
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Cleansing name string
The name string is cleaned of special characters that may confuse the matching algorithm. For example:
name

name cleaned

An Garda Síochána, Finance & Procurement

An Garda Síochána Finance Procurement

Ardscoil Rís, Limerick

Ardscoil Rís Limerick

6.1.2.2 Technologies used
The code for matching is written in PHP (5.5) and JavaScript, data storage is in CSV, MySQL and CouchDΒ (1.6.0)
and full text search, indexing through CouchDΒ-Lucene (1.0.2).
6.1.2.3 Results
This is the first time, to the best of our knowledge, that the TED dataset for Greece is matched with official
registries and for Ireland to get cleaned up and matched internally. The performance of our first attempt is
reported in the table below and is considered to be satisfactory based on task complexity. The next versions of
the matching algorithm are expected to increase the total matching score. The table below reports matching
performance for buyers and sellers from Greece and Ireland.
dataset

initial set

matched

Buyers from Greece

14,224

8,109

Sellers from Greece

28,362

2,819

Buyers from Ireland

6,065

4,242

Sellers from Ireland

17,265

6,101

Some indicative examples of the buyer’s and seller’s name matching from Ireland are reported in the following
2 tables.
Buyer’s Name (Ireland)

Matched
names (no.)

"Iarnrod Eireann - Irish Rail"

13

"ESB Networks"

4

"Bord Gais Eireann"

4

"Department of Defence (Óglaigh na hÉireann-Defence Forces)"

4

"FAS - Foras Aiseanna Saothair,Training and Employment Authority"

4

"Bord Iascaigh Mhara - Irish Sea Fisheries Board (BIM)"

4

"Irish Defence Forces, Office of Deputy Chief of Staff (Sp) Dept of Defence"

4

"Heanet Ltd"

4

"Commission for Communications Regulation."

4

"Dublin Airport Authority plc"

4

Seller’s Name (Ireland)

29/12/2016

Matched
names (no.)

"Gibson Bros. (Ireland) Ltd"

9

"G. Morgan & Sons"

8
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Matched
names (no.)

"Nicholas O'Dwyer"

7

"OCS (One Complete Solution) Ltd."

7

"B Braun Medical Ltd"

7

"Malone O' Regan"

6

"PlanNet21 Communications"

6

"Roughan & O'Donovan"

6

"Hewlett-Packard Ireland"

6

"Fujitsu Ireland Ltd"

6

"Keymed (Ireland) Ltd"

6

"Enva Ireland Ltd."

5

"BT Communications Ireland"

5

"Cardiac Services (Ireland) Ltd."

5

"Serosep Ltd"

5

"Dell (Ireland)"

5

"B.W.G Foods Ltd"

5

"RPS Consulting Engineers"

5

"P Elliott & Co Ltd"

5

"SIAC Construction Ltd."

5

"ISIS LTD"

5

"Mason Hayes & Curran"

5

Table 8: our name matching algorithm matched almost 64% of the reported buyers from EU countries

Country (Buyers)

initial set

matched

unique

matching (%)

FR

218.123

173.579

44.544

79,58

NO

12.495

9.492

3.003

75,97

BG

10.899

8.091

2.808

74,24

IE

6.065

4.242

1.823

69,94

RO

17.213

12.006

5.207

69,75

ES

37.164

24.871

12.293

66,92

PT

8.655

5.660

2.995

65,40

UK

57.337

37.241

20.096

64,95

IT

47.073

27.352

19.721

58,11

SE

12.071

6.903

5.168

57,19

LU

1.632

920

712

56,37

MT

547

308

239

56,31

FI

10.416

5.700

4.716

54,72
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Country (Buyers)

initial set

matched

unique

matching (%)

CZ

12.297

6.720

5.577

54,65

MK

1.194

642

552

53,77

LT

3.111

1.626

1.485

52,27

PL

26.394

12.755

13.639

48,33

HU

7.146

3.352

3.794

46,91

BE

18.279

8.544

9.735

46,74

DK

9.037

4.210

4.827

46,59

DE

63.286

29.186

34.100

46,12

NL

17.354

7.872

9.482

45,36

AT

10.034

4.411

5.623

43,96

CH

8.010

3.199

4.811

39,94

SK

3.848

1.518

2.330

39,45

LI

89

34

55

38,20

SI

2.924

941

1.983

32,18

IS

147

42

105

28,57

EE

771

182

589

23,61

HR

667

153

514

22,94

TOTALS

627.935

401.752

222.526

63,98

Name matching efforts have been also applied to buyers from all European countries (Table 8). Our algorithm
has been proved to be very effective in identifying common public contracting entities in the available datasets.
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7 Conclusions and future steps
Government open data are characterized by diverse degrees of complexity and granularity and are not provided
under uniform formats. Particularly, important information about public works and procurement is still
entrapped either behind HTML barriers or complicated API specifications.
Thus, YDS data harvesters have been built separately for each data source which is related to the three pilot
scenarios and provide the initial input for the following steps of validating, cleansing, storing, modeling, analysing
and distributing data.
Actually, data harvesters are undertaking the mission of unlocking the potential of online data by creating
continuous and standardized data flows. These flows are the “raw” material for the data value chain that is
enabled through the YDS platform.
It is also important to identify named entities and to match them to a single description that corresponds to an
officially verified name and code number. In this direction, building new tools on existing knowledge and
contribution to international initiatives shape a productive path to move forward.
As the project progresses and extra data sources are added, new custom harvesters will be developed in order
to cover the need for continuous and interconnected data flows.
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9 ANNEX/ES
Appendix I: Decisions types and metadata in Diavgeia
Decision types in Diavgeia are divided into the following categories:
o Financial Decisions as they are defined in 4.3.3
o A.1.1 Law
o A.1.2 Legislative Content Act (Constitution article 44, par.1)
o A.2 Regulatory Act
o A.3 Circular
o A.4 Legal Opinion
o A.5 Proceeding Records (of the State's Legal Council)
o A.6 Subordinate Legislation Report
o B.1.1 Budget Approval
o B.1.2 Commission Writ
o B.3 Balance
o B.4 Grant
o B.5 Property Use Assignment/Transfer
o 100 General Secretary's - Special Secretary's - Single Body's Deed
o C.2 Collective Body's Work - Collective Act
o C.3.1 Proclamation of Filling Posts
o C.3.2 Appointed and Reserve Lists
o C.3.3 Assignment
o C.3.4 Contract
o C.3.5 Agency/Bureau Alteration
o C.3.6 - Exoneratory Discipline Ruling
o E.1 Investment Conformity Act
o E.2 Agreement - Development Law Acts
o E.3 Decision for the commencement of investment productive operation
o E.4 Development Law Act
o 2.4.6.1 Land Use Acts
o 2.4.7.1 Other Individual Administrative Acts
and are described by the following categories of metadata:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Law Details
Regulatory Act type
Opinion Org Type
Budget Category
Budget Kind
Account Type
Time Period
Position Type
Position
Collective Body Kind
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Collective Body Type
Vacancy Type
Official Administrative Change
Spatial Type
Legal procedure

Appendix II: API Calls and Responses for the Diavgeia general harvester
9.2.1

Decisions (Common metadata)

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/decisions/ΒΟΖΧΙ-8Ρ9
Sample of API response (in XML):
<decision>
<ada>ΒΟΖΧΙ-8Ρ9</ada>
<subject>ΑΠΟΦΑΣΗ ΑΝΑΛΗΨΗΣ ΥΠΟΧΡΕΩΣΗΣ- ΑΠΟΦΑΣΗ ΑΝΑΛΗΨΗΣ ΥΠΟΧΡΕΩΣΗΣ</subject>
<protocolNumber>4095</protocolNumber>
<status>PUBLISHED</status>
<versionId>4494bf19-b086-4879-954b-5b2c2787a151</versionId>
<decisionTypeId>Β.1.3</decisionTypeId>
<issueDate>2012-02-02+02:00</issueDate>
<organizationId>19</organizationId>
<unitIds>
<unitId>70567</unitId>
</unitIds>
<signerIds>
<signerId>100342</signerId>
</signerIds>
<thematicCategoryIds>
<thematicCategoryId>04</thematicCategoryId>
</thematicCategoryIds>
<submissionTimestamp>2012-02-21T10:43:47.000+02:00</submissionTimestamp>
<extraFieldValues> … </extraFieldValues>  See 2 - 7
<url>https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/api/decisions/ΒΟΖΧΙ-8Ρ9</url>
<documentUrl>https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/api/decisions/ΒΟΖΧΙ-8Ρ9/document</documentUrl>
<privateData>false</privateData>
<attachments></attachments>
<correctedVersionId></correctedVersionId>
</decision>

9.2.2

B.1.3 - Commitment (decision specific metadata)

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.1.3
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Sample of API response (in XML):
<int value="2015" name="financialYear"/>
<str value="Τακτικός Προϋπολογισμός" name="budgettype"/>
<str value="299" name="entryNumber"/>
<bool value="false" name="partialead"/>
<bool value="false" name="recalledExpenseDecision"/>
<obj name="amountWithVAT">
<num value="150.0" name="amount"/>
<str value="EUR" name="currency"/>
</obj>
<list name="amountWithKae">
<obj>
<obj name="sponsorAFMName">
<str value="099688245" name="afm"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmType"/>
<str value="ΔΗΜΟΣ ΚΑΡΠΑΘΟΥ" name="name"/>
<bool value="false" name="enterName"/>
</obj>
<str value="00.6331" name="kae"/>
<num value="150.0" name="amountWithVAT"/>
<num value="3708.24" name="kaeCreditRemainder"/>
<num value="3708.24" name="kaeBudgetRemainder"/>
</obj>
</list>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions">
<obj>
<str value="ΩΟΖ37ΛΛ-ΝΘ1" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/>
</obj>
</list>

9.2.3

B.2.1 - Expense Approval

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.2.1
Sample of API response (in XML):
<obj name="org">
<str value="090002315" name="afm"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmType"/>
<bool value="false" name="enterName"/>
<str value="ΕΜΠΟΡΙΚΟ ΚΑΙ ΒΙΟΜΗΧΑΝΙΚΟ ΕΠΙΜΕΛΗΤΗΡΙΟ ΠΕΙΡΑΙΑ" name="name"/>
</obj>
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<list name="sponsor">
<obj>
<obj name="sponsorAFMName">
<str value="015116828" name="afm"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmType"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmCountry"/>
<bool value="false" name="enterName"/>
<str value="ΒΑΣΑΡΔΑΝΗΣ,,ΓΕΩΡΓΙΟΣ,ΚΩΝΣΤΑΝΤ" name="name"/>
</obj>
<obj name="expenseAmount">
<num value="1476.0" name="amount"/>
<str value="EUR" name="currency"/>
</obj>
<str value="98300000-6" name="cpv"/>
<str value="9919κ" name="kae"/>
</obj>
</list>
<list name="relatedAnalipsiYpoxreosis">
<obj>
<str value="ΩΛΖΤ469ΗΕΤ-ΩΤΕ" name="textRelatedADA"/>
</obj>
</list>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>

9.2.4

B.2.2 - Finalized Payment

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.2.2
Sample of API response (in XML):
<obj name="org">
<str value="997476340" name="afm"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmType"/>
<bool value="false" name="enterName"/>
<str value="ΚΤΙΡΙΑΚΕΣ ΥΠΟΔΟΜΕΣ ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ ΕΤΑΙΡΕΙΑ" name="name"/>
</obj>
<list name="sponsor">
<obj>
<obj name="sponsorAFMName">
<str value="998726249" name="afm"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmType"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmCountry"/>
<bool value="false" name="enterName"/>
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<str value="ΕΠΑΚΡΟΝ ΤΕΧΝΙΚΗ ΑΝΩΝΥΜΟΣ ΕΤΑΙΡΕΙΑ" name="name"/>
</obj>
<obj name="expenseAmount">
<num value="32950.84" name="amount"/>
<str value="EUR" name="currency"/>
</obj>
<str value="45214200-2" name="cpv"/>
<str value="9732-1" name="kae"/>
</obj>
</list>
<list name="relatedEkgrisiDapanis"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>

9.2.5

D.1 - Assignment of Works/Supplies/Services/Studies

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Δ.1
Sample of API response (in XML):
<list name="person">
<obj>
<str value="084152731" name="afm"/>
<str value="ΑΦΟΙ Β ΜΕΙΜΑΡΙΔΗ ΟΕ" name="name"/>
<bool value="false" name="enterName"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmType"/>
</obj>
</list>
<obj name="awardAmount">
<num value="511.52" name="amount"/>
<str value="EUR" name="currency"/>
</obj>
<str value="Προμήθειες" name="assignmentType"/>
<list name="cpv">
<str value="31600000-2"/>
</list>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>

9.2.6

D.2.1 - Notice

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Δ.2.1
Sample of API response (in XML):
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<list name="cpv">
<str value="45259000-7"/>
</list>
<str value="Πρόχειρος" name="contestProgressType"/>
<str value="Χαμηλότερη Τιμή" name="manifestSelectionCriterion"/>
<str value="Υπηρεσίες" name="manifestContractType"/>
<str value="Τακτικός Προϋπολογισμός" name="orgBudgetCode"/>
<obj name="estimatedAmount">
<num value="1626.02" name="amount"/>
<str value="EUR" name="currency"/>
</obj>
<str value="" name="textRelatedADA"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions">
<obj>
<str value="ΩΦΚΕ465ΦΘΘ-ΓΙΦ" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/>
</obj>
</list>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>

9.2.7

D.2.2 - Award

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Δ.2.2
Sample of API response (in XML):
<list name="person">
<obj>
<str value="094489753" name="afm"/>
<str value="ΔΥΝΑΜΙΚΗ ΕΡΓΩΝ ΑΕ" name="name"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmType"/>
<bool value="false" name="enterName"/>
</obj>
</list>
<obj name="awardAmount">
<num value="211560.0" name="amount"/>
<str value="EUR" name="currency"/>
</obj>
<list name="relatedDecisions">
<obj>
<str value="7Κ3Ζ469ΗΡ8-127" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/>
</obj>
</list>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
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Appendix III: Metadata from the Diavgeia general harvester
9.3.1

Decisions (Common metadata)

Metadata

Description

ada

Unique id of the decision

protocolNumber

Protocol number

subject

The subject of the decision

issueDate

The issue date in the Unix Timestamp (Milliseconds from
epoch) format

decisionTypeId

The id of the decision type

organizationId

The id of the organization

unitIds

The ids of the related organization units

signerIds

The id of the signers of the decision

thematicCategoryIds

The ids of the thematic categories of the decision

privateData

Whether the decision contains private data or not

submissionTimestamp

The date and time of the last updated date of the decision in
the Unix Timestamp (Milliseconds from epoch) format

status

The status of the decision

versionId

The id of the current version of the decision

documentChecksum

The SHA-1 value of the document of the decision
The attached documents of the decision. It contains the
following details:
id: The unique id of the document

attachments

description: The description of the document
filename: The name of the document
mimeType: The type of the document
checksum: The SHA-1 value of the document
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extraFieldValues

The Decision specific metadata. See 2 – 7.

correctedVersionId

The id of the corrected version of the decision. Its existence
means the correction of the original decision

9.3.2

B.1.3 - Commitment (Decision specific metadata)

Metadata

Description

financialYear

The financial year

budgettype

The category of the budget

entryNumber

The number of the entry

recalledExpenseDecision

Whether the decision recalls expenses or not
It includes the following:

amountWithVAT

amount: The amount including VAT
currency: The currency of the amount
It includes the following:
sponsorAFMName: It includes the following:
afm: The Vat Id of the seller
afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the seller
afmCountry: The country where the seller is
registered
name: The name of the seller

amountWithKae
noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have
a Vat id
kae: The KAE number
amountWithVAT: The amount
kaeCreditRemainder: The remaining credit amount
kaeBudgetRemainder
amount
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partialead

Indication of whether it is of partial withdrawal

relatedPartialADA

The ADA of the related decision

9.3.3
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B.2.1 - Expense Approval

Metadata

Description
It includes the following:
afm: The Vat Id of the buyer
afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the buyer

org
afmCountry: The country where the buyer is registered
name: The name of the buyer
noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have a Vat id
It includes the following:
sponsorAFMName: It includes the following:
afm: The Vat Id of the seller
afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the seller
afmCountry: The country where the seller is registered
name: The name of the seller
sponsor
noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have a Vat id
expenseAmount: It includes the following:
amount: The amount including VAT
currency: The currency of the amount
cpv: The CPV code
kae: The KAE code
relatedAnalipsiYp
oxreosis
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B.2.2 - Finalized Payment

Metadata

Description
It includes the following:
afm: The Vat Id of the buyer
afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the buyer

org

afmCountry: The country where the buyer is registered
name: The name of the buyer
noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have a Vat id
It includes the following:
sponsorAFMName: It includes the following:
afm: The Vat Id of the seller
afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the seller
afmCountry: The country where the seller is
registered
name: The name of the seller

sponsor
noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have a
Vat id
expenseAmount: It includes the following:
amount: The amount including VAT
currency: The currency of the amount
cpv: The CPV code
kae: The KAE code
skipVatReason

The reason for skipping the entry of the seller’s details
It includes the following:

relatedEkgrisiDapanis

29/12/2016
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D.1 - Assignment of Works/Supplies/Services/Studies

Metadata

Description
It includes the following:
afm: The Vat Id of the seller
afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the seller
afmCountry: The country where the seller is registered
name: The name of the seller

person

noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have a Vat
id
It includes the following:
amount: The amount including VAT
currency: The currency of the amount
assignmentType

The type of the assignment

cpv

cpv: The CPV code

textRelatedADA

The ADA code of a B.1.3 - Commitment decision

9.3.6

D.2.1 – Notice

Metadata

Description

cpv

The CPV code

contestProgressType

The type of the contest

manifestSelectionCriterion

The selection criterion

manifestContractType

The type of the contract

orgBudgetCode

The code of the budget
It includes the following:

estimatedAmount

amount: The amount including VAT
currency: The currency of the amount
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The ADA code of a B.1.3 - Commitment decision

D.2.2 – Award

Metadata

Description
It includes the following:
afm: The Vat Id of the seller
afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the seller
afmCountry: The country where the seller is
registered

person

name: The name of the seller
noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have a
Vat id
It includes the following:
awardAmount

amount: The amount including VAT
currency: The currency of the amount

textRelatedADA

The ADA code of a B.2.1 – Expense Approval

Appendix IV: API Calls and Responses for the project-based harvester
9.4.1

Decisions (Common metadata)

API call: (e.g. for Α.1.1): https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.1.1
Sample of API response (in XML):
<decision>
<ada>ΩΗ99Ω-ΣΟΟ</ada>
<subject>Μέτρα για την εφαρμογή της συμφωνίας δημοσιονομικών στόχων και
μεταρρυθμίσεων. (ΣΥΝΑΡΜΟΔΙΟΤΗΤΑ)</subject>
<protocolNumber>4337</protocolNumber>
<status>PUBLISHED</status>
<versionId>18260d3f-bdf5-41b4-96be-c1d8b7d4ce85</versionId>
<decisionTypeId>Α.1.1</decisionTypeId>
29/12/2016
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<issueDate>2015-10-17+03:00</issueDate>
<organizationId>5</organizationId>
<unitIds>
<unitId>100011246</unitId>
</unitIds>
<signerIds>
<signerId>100010915</signerId>
</signerIds>
<thematicCategoryIds>
<thematicCategoryId>24</thematicCategoryId>
</thematicCategoryIds>
<submissionTimestamp>2015-10-19T09:33:06.573+03:00</submissionTimestamp>
<publishTimestamp>2015-10-19T09:33:06.573+03:00</publishTimestamp>
<extraFieldValues>…</extraFieldValues>
<attachments/>
<url>https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/api/decisions/ΩΗ99Ω-ΣΟΟ</url>
<documentUrl>https://diavgeia.gov.gr/doc/ΩΗ99Ω-ΣΟΟ</documentUrl>
<privateData>false</privateData>
</decision>

9.4.2

A.1.1 - Law

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.1.1
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<obj name="fek">
<str value="129" name="aa"/>
<str value="fektype_A" name="issue"/>
<int value="2015" name="issueyear"/>
</obj>
<obj name="law">
<str value="4337" name="aa"/>
<int value="2015" name="year"/>
</obj>
<bool value="false" name="ecpInlining"/>
<bool value="false" name="interCountryLaw"/>
<bool value="false" name="passAuthority"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>
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A.1.2 - Legislative

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.1.2
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<obj name="fek">
<str value="127" name="aa"/>
<str value="fektype_A" name="issue"/>
<int value="2015" name="issueyear"/>
</obj>
<str value="ΠΝΠ" name="lawpraxiaa"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.4

A.2 - Regulatory Act

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.2
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<obj name="fek">
<str value="2165" name="aa"/>
<str value="fektype_B" name="issue"/>
<int value="2015" name="issueyear"/>
</obj>
<str value="Κοινή Υπουργική Απόφαση" name="kanonistikipraxitype"/>
<str value="283/2015" name="kanonistikipraxiaa"/>
<list name="co_competent">
<obj>
<str value="15" name="ministryId"/>
<list name="unitId">
<str value="87525"/>
</list>
<list name="signerIds">
<str value="100014684"/>
</list>
</obj>
</list>
<list name="relatedDecisions">
<obj>
<str value="6ΕΜΖ469061-ΜΒ9" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/>
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</obj>
</list>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.5

A.3 - Newsletter

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.3
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<str value="1229" name="onomaEgkykliou"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.6

A.4 - Opinion

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.4
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<str value="ΝΣΚ" name="gnomodotisiEidosForea"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.7

A.5 - Proceeding

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.5
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<str value="78" name="arPraktikou"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.8

A.6 Valuation Report

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.6
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Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.9

B.1.1 - Budget Approval

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.1.1
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<int value="2015" name="financialYear"/>
<str value="Τακτικός Προϋπολογισμός" name="budgettype"/>
<str value="Κρατικός" name="budgetkind"/>
<bool value="true" name="isBudgetApprovalForOrg"/>
<str value="53211" name="refersToOtherOrgBudget"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.10 B.1.2 - Warrant
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.1.2
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<int value="2015" name="financialYear"/>
<str value="Τακτικός Προϋπολογισμός" name="budgettype"/>
<list name="amountWithVATAndKae">
<obj>
<str value="0878" name="kae"/>
<obj name="amountWithVAT">
<num value="36000.0" name="amount"/>
<str value="EUR" name="currency"/>
</obj>
</obj>
</list>
<str value="ΓΕΝΙΚΟΣ ΓΡΑΜΜΑΤΕΑΣ Α.Δ.Μ.-Θ." name="primaryOfficer"/>
<str value="ΠΡΟΪΣΤΑΜΕΝΟΣ ΤΜΗΜΑΤΟς ΔΙΟΙΚΗΤΙΚΟΥ ΟΙΚΟΝΟΜΙΚΟΥ ΝΟΜΟΥ ΚΙΛΚΙΣ"
name="secondaryOfficer"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>
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9.4.11 B.3 - Balance
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.3
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<str value="Ισολογισμός" name="accountType"/>
<int value="2014" name="financialYear"/>
<str value="Έτος" name="timePeriod"/>
<bool value="true" name="isAccountApprovalForOtherOrg"/>
<str value="50279" name="refersToOtherOrgAccount"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.12 B.4 - Subsidy
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.4
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<obj name="amountWithVAT">
<num value="913331.0" name="amount"/>
<str value="EUR" name="currency"/>
</obj>
<str value="8397" name="kae"/>
<obj name="donationGiver">
<str value="090283815" name="afm"/>
<str value="Υπουργείο Πολιτισμού & Αθλητισμού" name="name"/>
<bool value="false" name="enterName"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmType"/>
</obj>
<list name="donationReceiver">
<obj>
<str value="998542043" name="afm"/>
<str value="ΑΡΩΓΗ-ΑΜΚΕ" name="name"/>
<bool value="false" name="enterName"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmType"/>
</obj>
</list>
</extraFieldValues>
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9.4.13 B.5 - Property Use
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.5
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<obj name="grantor">
<str value="997769589" name="afm"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmType"/>
<bool value="false" name="enterName"/>
<str value="ΠΕΡΙΦΕΡΕΙΑ ΔΥΤΙΚΗΣ ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΙΑΣ" name="name"/>
</obj>
<list name="grantee">
<obj>
<str value="072219300" name="afm"/>
<str value="ΗΛΙΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ,,ΑΘΑΝΑΣΙΟΣ,ΠΑΣΧΑΛΗΣ" name="name"/>
<bool value="false" name="enterName"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmType"/>
</obj>
</list>
<str value="ΑΓΡΟΤΕΜΑΧΙΟ" name="antikeimeno"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.14 100 - Position Seceretary
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=100

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=100
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<str value="Διορισμός" name="eidosPraxis"/>
<obj name="positionSalary">
<num value="924.0" name="amount"/>
<str value="EUR" name="currency"/>
</obj>
<str value="Γενικός Γραμματέας Υπουργείου" name="position"/>
<str value="100012977" name="employerOrg"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>
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9.4.15 C.2 - Work Team
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.2
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<str value="Καθορισμός Αμοιβής – Αποζημίωσης" name="eidosPraxisSyllogikou"/>
<str value="Όργανο άλλης αρμοδιοότητας" name="typeOfSullogiko"/>
<obj name="positionSalary">
<num value="40.0" name="amount"/>
<str value="EUR" name="currency"/>
</obj>
<obj name="fek">
<str value="631" name="aa"/>
<str value="fektype_YODD" name="issue"/>
<int value="2015" name="issueyear"/>
</obj >
<list name="relatedDecisions">
<obj>
<str value="Ω87Ρ469ΗΞΣ-Ζ3Ε" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/>
</obj>
</list>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.16 C.3.1 - Proclamation
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.1
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<str value="Προκήρυξη Πλήρωσης Θέσεων με διαγωνισμό ή επιλογή στις οποίες περιλαμβάνονται και οι
προκηρύξεις για επιλογή και πλήρωση θέσεων διευθυντικών στελεχών των ΝΠΔΔ, φορέων του ευρύτερου
δημόσιου τομέα, και των επιχειρήσεων και φορέων των ΟΤΑ Α’ & Β’ βαθμού" name="vacancyOpeningType"/>
<str value="ΨΟΚ5ΟΞ3Μ-Η76" name="textRelatedADA"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions">
<obj>
<str value="ΒΧΤΩΟΞ3Μ-ΓΨΙ" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/>
</obj>
</list>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>
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9.4.17 C.3.2 - Appointed
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.2
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<str value="7ΞΨΜ469Β7Α-ΧΥΣ" name="textRelatedADA
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.18 C.3.3 - Assignation
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.3
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<int value="1" name="numberOfPeople"/>
<str value="50200" name="employerOrg"/>
<obj name="fek">
<str value="1049" name="aa"/>
<str value="fektype_C" name="issue"/>
<int value="2015" name="issueyear"/>
</obj>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.19 C.3.4 Contract
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.4
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<str value="Σύμβαση Ιδιωτικού Δικαίου Ορισμένου Χρόνου" name="contractType"/>
<int value="1" name="numberOfPeople"/>
<bool value="true" name="financedProject"/>
<list name="person">
<obj>
<str value="094355230" name="afm"/>
<str value="ΑΦΟΙ Η.ΦΟΥΦΑ Α.Ε" name="name"/>
<bool value="false" name="enterName"/>
<str value="EL" name="afmType"/>
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</obj>
</list>
<obj name="contractAmount">
<num value="750.0" name="amount"/>
<str value="EUR" name="currency"/>
</obj>
<str value="31-12-2015" name="duration"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions">
<obj>
<str value="ΩΚΧ8465ΦΘ3-Ψ0Σ" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/>
</obj>
</list>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.20 C.3.5 - Official Change
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.5
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<str value="Αποδοχή Παραίτησης" name="eidosYpMetavolis"/>
<obj name="fek">
<str value="1049" name="aa"/>
<str value="fektype_C" name="issue"/>
<int value="2015" name="issueyear"/>
</obj>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.21 C.3.6 - Disciplinary Decision
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.6
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<list name="relatedDecisions">
<obj>
<str value="Ω1Ψ4ΩΞΚ-ΟΤ3" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/>
</obj>
</list>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
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</extraFieldValues>

9.4.22 E.1 - Investments
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Ε.1
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.23 E.2 - Development
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Ε.2
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.24 E.3 - Investment Operation
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Ε.3
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.25 E.4 - Development
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Ε.4
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>
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9.4.26 2.4.6.1 - Spatial
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.6.1

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.6.1
Sample XML response:
<extraFieldValues>
<str value="Χορήγηση – αναστολή – τροποποίηση οικοδομικών αδειών"
<str value="6001" name="municipality"/>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

name="xorotaxikipraxitype"/>

9.4.27 2.4.7.1 - Administrative
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.7.1

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.7.1
Sample of API response (in XML):
<extraFieldValues>
<str value="Πράξη Γενικού Γραμματέα Αποκεντρωμένης Διοίκησης" name="kanonistikipraxitype"/>
<str value="στο ΦΕΚ" name="kanonistikiPraxiPublishMedium"/>
<obj name="fek">
<str value="714" name="aa"/>
<str value="fektype_C" name="issue"/>
<int value="2015" name="issueyear"/>
</obj>
<list name="relatedDecisions"/>
<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/>
</extraFieldValues>

9.4.28 Law Details
No API call:
Sample of API response (in XML):
<obj name="law">
<str value="4337" name="aa"/>
<int value="2015" name="year"/>
</obj>

9.4.29 Regulatory Act Type
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/KANONISTIKI_PRAXI_TYPE
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https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/KANONISTIKI_PRAXI_TYPE
Sample of API response (in XML):
<dictionaryItems name="KANONISTIKI_PRAXI_TYPE">
<item uid="Υπουργική Απόφαση" label="Υπουργική Απόφαση"/>
</dictionaryItems>

9.4.30 Spatial Type
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/XOROTAXIKI_PRAXI_TYPE

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/XOROTAXIKI_PRAXI_TYPE
Sample of API response (in XML):
<dictionaryItems name=" XOROTAXIKI_PRAXI_TYPE">
<item uid="Χωροθέτηση" label="Χωροθέτηση"/>
</dictionaryItems>

9.4.31 Kanonistiki Praxi
API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/ADMIN_STRUCTURE_KALLIKRATIS

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/ADMIN_STRUCTURE_KALLIKRATIS
The URI of the “elodGeo:Municipality” must be found by utilizing the provided “uid” of the decision.
Sample of API response (in XML):
<dictionaryItems name="ADMIN_STRUCTURE_KALLIKRATIS ">
<item uid="0601" label="ΔΗΜΟΣ ΞΑΝΘΗΣ" parent="111"/>
</dictionaryItems>
Opinion Org Type, Budget Category, Budget Kind, Acount Type, Time Period, Position Type, Position,
Collective Body Kind, Collective Body Type, Vacancy Type, Official Administrtive Change
No API call is available

Appendix V: Metadata from the project-based harvester
9.5.1

Decisions (Common metadata)

Metadata

Description

ada

Unique id of the decision

protocolNumber

Protocol number

subject

The subject of the decision
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issueDate

The issue date in the Unix Timestamp (Milliseconds from
epoch) format

decisionTypeId

The id of the decision type

organizationId

The id of the organization

unitIds

The ids of the related organization units

signerIds

The id of the signers of the decision

thematicCategoryIds

The ids of the thematic categories of the decision

privateData

Whether the decision contains private data or not

submissionTimestamp

The date and time of the last updated date of the decision in
the Unix Timestamp (Milliseconds from epoch) format

status

The status of the decision

versionId

The id of the current version of the decision
The attached documents of the decision. It contains the
following details:
id: The unique id of the document

attachments

description: The description of the document
filename: The name of the document
mimeType: The type of the document
checksum: The SHA-1 value of the document

extraFieldValues

9.5.2

The Decision specific metadata. See tables below.

A.1.1 - Law (Decision specific metadata)

Metadata

Description
it includes the following:
aa: The auto increment of the fek number

fek
name: The name of the number
issueyear: the year that it was issued
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it includes the following:
law

aa : The auto increment of the law
year: The year when the law was specified

ecpInlining

Whether the law is European or not

interCountryLaw

Whether the law is internal or not

passAuthority

Pass authority or not
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.3

A.1.2 - Legislative (Decision specific metadata)

Metadata

Description
it includes the following:
aa: The auto increment of the fek number

fek
name: The name of the number
issueyear: the year that it was issued
lawpraxiaa

The number of the decision
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.4

A.2 - Regulatory (Decision specific metadata)

Metadata

Description
aa: The auto increment of the fek number

fek

name: The name of the number
issueyear: the year that it was issued
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aa: The auto increment of the fek number
kanonistikipraxitype

The specific type of the decision

kanonistikipraxiaa

The number of the decision
it includes the following:
ministryId: The unique id of competent ministry

co_competent
unitId: The organizational unit
signerIds: The id of the signer of the decision
it includes the following:
relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.5

A.3 - Newsletter (Decision specific metadata)

Metadata

Description

onomaEgkykliou

The number of instruction
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.6

A.4 - Opinion (Decision specific metadata)

Metadata

Description

gnomodotisiEidosForea

The type of opinion
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.7

A.5 - Proceeding (Decision specific metadata)

Metadata
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The number of proceeding
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.8

A.6 - Valuation Report (Decision specific metadata)

Metadata

Description
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.9

B.1.1 - Budget Approval (Decision specific metadata)

Metadata

Description

financialYear

The financial year

kanonistikipraxiaa

The number of the decision

budgettype

The type of budget

budgetkind

The kind of budget

isBudgetApprovalForOrg

Whether the budget is approved or not

refersToOtherOrgBudget

The unique id of organization where the budget refers to
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.10 B.1.2 - Warrant (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

financialYear

The financial year

budgettype

The type of budget
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it includes the following:
kae: The KAE number
amountWithVATAndKae
amount: The amount including VAT
currency: The currency of the amount
primaryOfficer

The name of the primary officer

secondaryOfficer

The name of the secondary officer

9.5.11 B.3 - Balance (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

financialYear

The financial year

accountType

The type of the account

timePeriod

The period of time tha is valid

isAccountApprovalForOthe Whether the account is approved for other Organization or
rOrg
not
refersToOtherOrgAccount

The unique id of an other Organization account that reffering
to
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.12 B.4 - Subsidy (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

kae

The KAE number
it includes the following:

amountWithVAT

amount: The amount including VAT
currency: The currency of the amount
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it includes the following:
afm : The Vat Id of the Orgnization which is the Giver of the
donation
donationGiver
name: The name of the Orgnization which is the Giver of the
donation
afmType: The type of VAT Id
it includes the following:
afm: The Vat Id of the Orgnization which is the Receiver of the
donation
donationReceiver
name: The name of the Orgnization which is the Receiver of
the donation
afmType: The type of VAT Id

9.5.13 B.5 - Property Use (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

kae

The KAE number

antikeimeno

The asset
it includes the following:

grantor

afm : The Vat Id of the Orgnization which is the grantor
name: The name of the Orgnization which is the grantor
afmType: The type of VAT Id
it includes the following:
afm : The Vat Id of the Orgnization which is the grantee

grantee
name: The name of the Orgnization which is the grantee
afmType: The type of VAT Id
relatedDecisions
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relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.14 100 - Position Seceretary (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

eidosPraxis

The position type of the decision

position

The specific position
it includes the following:

positionSalary

amount: The amount including VAT
currency: The currency of the amount

employerOrg

The unique id of the organization which is the employer
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.15 C.2 - Work Team (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

eidosPraxisSyllogikou

The kind of the collective body

typeOfSullogiko

The type of the collective body
it includes the following:

positionSalary

amount: The amount including VAT
currency: The currency of the amount
it includes the following:
aa: The auto increment of the fek number

fek
name: The name of the number
issueyear: the year that it was issued

29/12/2016
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it includes the following:
relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.16 C.3.1 - Proclamation (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

vacancyOpeningType

The vacancy type

textRelatedADA

The ADA code of a B.1.3 - Commitment decision
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.17 C.3.2 - Appointed (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

textRelatedADA

The ADA code of a B.1.3 - Commitment decision
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions

relatedDecirelatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related
decisionsionsADA

9.5.18 C.3.3 - Assignation (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

numberOfPeople

The number of people

employerOrg

The unique id of the organization which is the employer
it includes the following:
aa: The auto increment of the fek number

fek
name: The name of the number
issueyear: The year that it was issued
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it includes the following:
relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.19 C.3.4 - Contract (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

numberOfPeople

The number of people

contractType

The type of contract

financedProject

Whether is financed project or not
it includes the following:
afm: The Vat Id of the seller

person

name: The name of the seller
enterName
afmType: The type of VAT Id
it includes the following:

contractAmount

amount: The amount including VAT
currency: The currency of the amount

duration

The duration of the contract
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.20 C.3.5 - Official Change (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

eidosYpMetavolis

The type of official administrative change

fek

it includes the following:
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aa: The auto increment of the fek number
name: The name of the number
issueyear: the year that it was issued
it includes the following:
relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.21 C.3.6 - Disciplinary Decision (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.22 E.1 - Investments (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.23 E.2 - Development (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.24 E.3 - Investment Operation (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

relatedDecisions

it includes the following:
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relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.25 E.4 - Development (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.26 2.4.6.1 - Spatial (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

xorotaxikipraxitype

The specific type of the decision

municipality

issueyear
it includes the following:

relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision

9.5.27 2.4.7.1 - Administrative (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

kanonistikipraxitype

The specific type of the decision

kanonistikiPraxiPublishMed
where this act is published
ium
it includes the following:
aa: The auto increment of the fek number
fek
name: The name of the number
issueyear: the year that it was issued
it includes the following:
relatedDecisions
relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision
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9.5.28 Law Details (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description
it includes the following:

law

aa : The auto increment of the law
year: The year when the law was specified

9.5.29 Regulatory Act Type (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

uid

The name of Regulatory Act type

9.5.30 Spatial Type (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

uid

The name of Spatial type

9.5.31 Kanonistiki Praxi (Decision specific metadata)
Metadata

Description

uid

The name of Kanonistiki Praxi type

Appendix VI: NL to ZW ODA metadata
Metadata
iati-identifier
title
description
recipient-country-code
sector-code
Start planned
End planned
Start actual
End actual
29/12/2016

Description
A globally unique IATI identifier for the activity
Activity title
Activity description
Recipient country two character code
Activity sector code
Forecast start date
Forecast end date
Actual start date
Actual end date
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Last_updated
participating-org (Implementing)
participating-org-ref (Implementing)
participating-org-type-code
(Implementing)
participating-org (Extending)
participating-org-ref (Extending)
participating-org-type-code (Extending)
total-Commitment

total-Disbursement

default-currency

0221F01_Data Harvesters v2.0

Last modified (timestamp)
An organisation involved with the activity (role: Implementing)
Machine-readable identification string for the organisation
The type of organisation
An organisation involved with the activity (role: Extending)
Machine-readable identification string for the organisation.
The type of organisation
A firm, written obligation from a donor or provider to provide
a specified amount of funds, under particular terms and
conditions, for specific purposes, for the benefit of the
recipient
Outgoing funds that are placed at the disposal of a recipient
government or organisation, or funds transferred between two
separately reported activities. Under IATI traceability standards
the recipient of a disbursement should also be required to
report their activities to IATI
Default currency for all observations in the dataset

default-aid-type-code

The type of aid being supplied (project-type intervention,
budget support, debt relief, etc.).

collaboration-type-code

The type of collaboration involved in the activity’s
disbursements, e.g. “bilateral” or “multilateral”.

default-finance-type-code

DAC/CRS transaction classification used to distinguish financial
instruments, e.g. grants or loans.

activity-status-code

Lifecycle status of the activity from pipeline to completion

Appendix VII: NL & ZW bilateral trade metadata
Datatype
HS
Name
Value (USD)
Percent
Year

29/12/2016

Description
Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System code
Type of goods being exported/imported (as per HS code)
Annual trade value in USD
Percent of total annual export/import
Financial year
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